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ONE of the most astonishing features of the

present age, is the immense amount of cre

dulity which exists amongst the people of

countries the most educated, amidst all the

light and knowledge that we boast of over our

ancestors. It matters little that the prog
nostications and promises of one pretended

prophet after another drop into nothing ;
the

very potsherds of their fallacies are picked

up and kept as precious and complete vessels,

sound and without crack or flaw. It matters

nothing that the most complete exposures of

fanatics and impostors are frequently made ;

most frequently by themselves. Fresh gudgeons
are ever ready to bite at the barest hook.

The same principle which gives success to

Francis Moore, genleman, and to Zadldel, in

Almanacs, sends shoals of believers after any
man who chooses to play the founder of a

new sect. The same weakness of the human
mind which enriches the quack in physic,

gives an easy triumph to the quack in

faith.

There is scarcely a country in Europe
which has not, even in modern times, had
a number of religious quack-adventurers to

show; but the singularity is, that their

success is always in proportion to the free

dom of inquiry, and to the abundant means
of hearing and examining the truth. In

Italy, Matheo di Casale, who in the present

century, gave himself out as the Messiah
;

and in 1805, managed with much ingenuity
to crucify himself, and to hang himself out of
his chamber window on a cross, in the public
street, attracted no followers. But, in Sweden,
ths singular outbreak of what was called the

Preaching Epidemic, in 1842, notwithstand

ing the existence of Protestantism, produced
the strangest vagaries amongst the pea
santry of Smoland, and was with difficulty

put down. In Lutheran Germany, the most
marvellous demonstrations of religious im

posture have appeared, and been attended

with incredible success. In Jollenbeck,
towards the close of the last century, there

were two shoemaker-families who gave them
selves out as the families who were to pro
duce th-j true Messiah; and they found a con

siderable number of disciples, who \vere by no
means daunted though the prosr- ^d Shiloh,
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like that of our own Johanna Southcott, never

appeared. But the most extraordinary in

fatuation was that which the notorious Rosen-
feld contrived to excite and maintain, for

many years, in Prussia, in the very capital

itself, and in the country contiguous to it.

As this is comparatively unknown here, we

may take a brief glance at it, before directing
the reader s attention to certain persons and

things which are flourishing in London and in

the country near it, at the present moment.
In the middle of the eighteenth century

there might have been seen in the Ackermark,
in Priegnitz, an& also in the neighbouring

country of Mecklenburg, a wandering man,

who, in dress and appearance, was not much
removed from a beggar. He never, however,

begged, except for a single glass of water,
or for a night s lodging. He appeared to

accept this hospitality chiefly that he might
enter into conversation with those whose

guest he was; and who were, for the most

part, shepherds, whom he met with in the

fields, or day-labourers, or weavers who lived

in remote and solitary places.
In the earlier part of his career he wore a

green gamekeeper s coat; which, being much
torn and worn, gave him more of the beggar s

look. His appearance had something in it

suspicious, and even fearful. His counte

nance was pale, and of an earthy hue ; his

eyes were set deep in his head, and his whole

body had a loose and flibby appearance.

People, however, were not afraid of him as of

a thief who sought a lodging in order to dis

appear in the morning with booty. His

keeper s coat was the relic of a former service

with the Markgraf of Schwedt.
He carried no money and wore a long beard

on his chin, which proclaimed him a prophet.
He would suddenly step into the hut of a

herdsman with a biblical greeting; cast his

eyes towards Heaven as IIP. received an

answer, turn his back, and sigh. The herds

man woujd probably not see him again for

a year. But he did not depart in such

haste, where his salutation was received as

he wished. Where he found the right

ground for the seed, tinder for the sparks,
which he wished to shed, he entered into

long conversations on religion. He was

not, however, such a fanatic as to rush

rashly into a revelation of hio extraordinary
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schemes. He waited the proper time and

opportunity for these, and knew how to pre
serve a discreet silence when he perceived
that the faith of his hearers was weak.

In 1765 he appeared in the country of

Prenzlow, in the undisguised fervour of fana

ticism. His appearance was still more
wretched than before ;

his eye more wild.

He was now the prophet, who, through long
meditation, had arrived at the gift for which

his soul thirsted. He entered the cottage of

a shepherd in Dedelow, asked for a draught
of water; and, holding aloft the cup. exclaimed

to the man and his wife in an impressive tone,

&quot;Children! if you only knew who I am!&quot;

When they asked who he might be, he

replied,
&quot;

I am the messenger of God, sent

forth to seek his sheep, and gather them into

the fold. The prophet, Micah, iv. 8, has duly
announced me : O, Tower of Eder ! thou

stronghold of the daughter of Zion, unto thee

the Golden Rose shall come, even the former

dominion, the kingdom of the daughter of

Jerusalem.
&quot; The simple creatures believed

him
; they became his firm disciples, and

continued unshaken in their faith, even after

his bold prophecy of wonders to come in the

year 1770 had totally failed.

Rosenfeld was no longer the wandering
vagabond whom some ridiculed, and whom
others received and assisted out of compas
sion. His name flew far and wide over the

Prussian plains ;
he had very soon a large

community of believers, who took care that

he needed for nothing. He denounced the

wickedness of the world a safe and perpetual
theme. He proceeded then to anathematise

Frederick the Great, as the Great Dragon of

the Apocalypse, and the clergy as impostors,
because they preached death, which he denied

to exist for the faithful. He promised his

believers immortality, and they believed him,

although they saw his disciples dying every

day. At last he proclaimed himself to be the

true Messiah, and blasphemously asserted

that our Saviour was only an impostor. His

followers believed everything. In Berlin

there were numbers of these
;
but the chief

scene of his success was at Biesenthal, about

eighteen miles from Berlin, a place at that

time as completely removed from the notice of

the capital as if it had been distant a hundred

leagues. Here he acted the part of a German
Mahomet. He kept up a determined warfare

with the clergy ;
ruled his flock of shepherds,

shoemakers, and weavers, with arbitrary

power, and lived in the luxury of never-

failing offerings of the good things of this

world. He demanded seven maidens daugh
ters of his chief adherents to 1)e given

up to him, declaring that they had been

chosen in connection with the seven seals

of the Book of Life, from the foundations

of the world. They were at once brought
to him. He treated them with the most atro

cious cruelty, compelling them with stripes

tlnd indignity to perform menial services

for him. Some of them ran away to their

parents ; but the infatuated people drove
them back again to their tyrant, and he de
clared them doomed to utter perdition if

they again attempted to abscond. Govern
ment eventually was compelled to interfere,
and Rosenfeld was imprisoned. But here he
assumed so mild a bearing, and conducted
himself with so much propriety, that he won
over not only the jailer, but one of the city

magistrates, who interfered and got him set

at liberty. Once abroad again, he returned to

all his extravagances with redoubled wild-

ness, and was again shut up. But this only

augmented the zeal of his followers
;
and it

was long after his death before the delusion

died away.
If these things are wonderful in other

countries, how much more wonderful are they
in our own and in America, where the people
are accustomed to read, talk, and discuss

every subject with an unconstrained freedom,
which we might naturally expect would leave

few lurking-places for ignorance and super
stition. Yet how marvellous have been, of

late years, the displays of popular credulity
in the British race on both sides of the

Atlantic ! Johanna Southcott, Mad Thorn of

Kent, Miller and Joe Smith, have all shown
how multitudinous are the people who will

still believe in anything or anybody. The
Millerites sold their effects, closed their shops ;

the young women clothed themselves in

white, and sat upon their trunks, confidently

expecting to float up to heaven with all their

luggage, on the day when Miller declared that

the world would end. It did not end on that

day but no matter; it was only because
there was an error in the calendar.

Mormonism is a grand triumph of credulity.
Little did Solomon Spalding dream that his

romance of The Manuscript Found, would,
under the unblushing rascality of Smith and

Rigdon, erect a church of tens of thousands,
and establish a second Turkey at the Great

Salt Lake. The prodigies of Mormonism,
however, have had their historians as well

as their prophets : let us now devote a few
strokes of the pen to an apostle and his flock

a little nearer home.
There is a neat little watering-place which

may be found by descending the Thames, and
which Londoners find convenient for a few

day s visit in summer. We may as well call

this spot Periwinkle Port as give it any other

name. In this little place which looks like

half a town, the other half of which has been
swallowed up by the sea

;
and where all the

remaining houses seem to be looking in asto

nishment after the missing ones, there may
be seen, on fine summer Sundays, a man with

a large umbrella, slowly stalking along the

street, which is bounded on one side by the

houses, and on the other by the sea. His

attention is fixed successively on every house

as he passes, as if he were on the look-out for

lodgings ;
but not so ; he is in quest of the
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lodgers. If he finds a window open (and in

fine weather they are all open), he stops, and

in a low, solemn voice, announces to those

inside, that brother Goosetrap Witness is

going to preach at three o clock on the green.
&quot;Who is brother Goosetrap Witness?&quot;

ask the visitors, who are drinking in floods of

sea-air, watching the distant steamers through

telescopes, and thinking much more of the

health of the body than of the health of the

soul.
&quot; Who is brother Goosetrap Witness,

and what has he got to say worth walking
out in the heat for ?

&quot;

&quot;Oh, a dangerous man, sir! a dangerous
man,&quot; says the landlady, who is just come in

to tell them when the church service begins.
&quot;

Oh, a very dangerous, audacious man !

Turns all the poor people s heads here
;

frightens the servant girls till they can t

sleep of nights ; says all the clergy are

wicked impostors ;
won t have any doctors

to his silly disciples, and says nobody is a

Christian but himself and his dupes.&quot;
&quot; And do the people believe him 1

&quot;

&quot;Ay,
that they do, by hundreds; they

swear by him
;
he goes all round the country,

and the silly geese come from all round the

country to hear him.&quot;

&quot;

Upon my word,&quot; say the visitors,
&quot;

it is

worth while to hear him for once
;&quot;

and away
they go.
Mounted on a chair on the green, with the

sea rolling its fresh billows just by, they find

a short, somewhat broadset man, of a lean and

swarthy aspect, standing with his hymn-book
in his hand, in the midst of a group of people,

mostly of the labouring classes. The outer

circle appears a miscellaneous collection of

fishermen and mechanics. The inner one of

the more especial Goosetrappists, bearing un
mistakable evidence of being chiefly agricul
tural labourers, and tkeir wives and daughters
and sisters. These are part of the perambu-
latory church that accompany their head on

these excursions, and enliven his appearances
with their hymns. They appear very modest
in their demeanour, and some of them very

good-looking; all, undoubtedly, perfectly sin

cere in their faith in what brother Witness
tells them, and perform their vocal duty with

sufficient skill.

Directing your chief attention to brother

Goosetrap Witness, you behold a man of,

perhaps, fifty years of age, as we have said,

with a whalebony, wiry, swarthy visage, and
black hair, worn somewhat thin by time.

His small, dark eyes peer forth with a keen
but composed inquiry from beneath a pair
of strong, dark, shaggy eyebrows, and one of

those large, coarse mouths, which are equally
common to great eaters and great talkers,

bespeaks a possessor of what is called &quot; the

gift of the
gab.&quot; Altogether, the countenance

and the man are strongly expressive of a

domineering and pertinacious will, of a coarse,

strong sense, rather than prominent talent;
but of a close, scheming, and onward-boring

character. There is that assumed look of

sanctity which such men commonly wear,
but under it you can readily detect an

amount of self-esteem, that would make its

owner insensible to any degree of contempt.
His dress and air are those of a shoemaker,
as, in fact, he is ; and it is a singular

circumstance that no craft has furnished so

many field-preachers and religious enthusiasts

as that of St. Crispin. George Fox was a

shoemaker; Jacob Behmen was a shoemaker;
the two families of Jollenbeck, which were so

conspicuous there in the strange heresy, were
shoemakers; Matheo di Casale was a shoe
maker

; and, amongst the religious ferment

ations, some of them of an extraordinary
character, of late years, in Prussia and Saxony,
and especially in Pomerania, the Mark, and
Lower Silesia, the chief actors have been

shoemakers, weavers, and tailors all people
of sedentary trades. The agricultural la

bourers, smiths, bricklayers, carpenters, and
all the followers of pursuits of greater physical

activity, have stood aloof. The only exceptions

being shepherds, whose solitary life is calcu

lated to affect the imagination, and whose

employment is almost as inactive as that of
the sitting trades.

The sort of discourse which our visitors

would hear from brother Witness, we shall

anon make the reader acquainted with, from
our own experience; for, hearing his fame on
all hands, during a few days sojourn in the
little half-town of Periwinkle Port, we de
termined to pay him a visit at his proper
domicile and work-a-day tabernacle, which
is found in the little quiet market-town of

Gudgeon-Brook. A pleasant walk over plea
sant fields brought us that is, a party of some
four or five ladies and gentlemen to Gudgeon-
Brook. Advancing up its clean and very
quiet streets, we made due inquiries for the
whereabouts of brother Goosetrap Witness;
an inquiry which produced a sensation. We
were directed onward and onward, and
behind us we could perceive groups issuing
from the houses, and looking after us with
much curiosity, and at the same time engaged
in earnest conversation. No doubt, they set

us down for brethren and sisters of the

faith, and concluded that the influence and
renown of brother Goosetrap Witness were

spreading farther and farther.

We soon found brother Witness s locale,

house, chapel, workshop, all congregated in a
little court. A rent in a boot was the osten
sible object of the visit, but this did not de
ceive the shrewd perception of brother Wit
ness. He evidently attributed our arrival to

the spread of his fame. I was soon accom- *

modated with a seat, and a disciple of a most
taciturn and mysterious manner began to

operate on the boot. Brother Witness devoted
his exclusive attention to the rest of the com

pany, who were furnished with chairs in the

court, and was soon afloat in an ocean of doc
trine and declamation. Frcvp my taciturn
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operator, who bore a most laughable likeness

to an old acquaintance of ours, little was to be

extracted but sighs and nods of the head of

deep meaning; but another disciple, while he

gave hearty thumps to the leather on his knee,

and vigorous twitches of his tuching-end,
afforded me considerable insight into the

Goosetrap creed. He blessed the Lord that

nothing on earth could hurt him, while he

was faithful. Neither fire, nor robbers, nor

sickness, nor poverty, nor any evil could come
near him

;
for he was the Lord s

;
he had his

promises, and they could not fail. Neither

flames could burn him, nor gun shoot him, nor

water drown him, nor rope hang him, nor

knife pierce him &quot; bless the Lord for it !

&quot;

Brother Witness also declared that he had

lately run a nail an inch long into his foot:

that to other people not in the faith it might
have been fatal, and have most likely produced

lock-jaw ;
but as for himself, he had never

looked at the wound
;

it might have bled
;
he

could not say he knew that it could not

hurt him.

I remarked that they could not in their

community require much service from the

doctors.

&quot;Doctors! said the man; no, bless the

Lord ! and praised be his name ! never a

doctor had ever come within the doors of any
of brother Witness s friends ! None but un

believers ever wanted doctors! Christ had

commanded his disciples to lay their hands
on the sick, and pray for them

; anointing
them with oil; and they were healed. It

was only wickedness and unbelief that kept
such things as doctors in the world: if men
had been faithful, doctors would long ago
have ceased to be heard of.&quot;

But, did he believe in miracles taking

place now-a-days?
Miracles! Bless the Lord! there are no

miracles with him. His word was the same

yesterday, to-day, and for ever; unbelieving
men only called those miracles that were the

works of God for his elect. Christians have

everything that was promised them of old.
&quot; But where are the Christians,&quot; I asked,

&quot; that now-a-days find themselves cured by
laying on of hands ?&quot;

&quot;Where?&quot; said the man, raising his head

to its full height, stretching up his neck like

a giraffe, and with a swelling chest and ex

panding nostrils, breathing forth his words in

a loud, singing, and inflated tore; &quot;where

are they? where are they, indeed?
r
fht

world calls itself Christian; but it lies in

darkness ; it believes not, neither doth it the

works of faith ; and therefore it flies for helf

to doctors, clergymen, magistrates, soldier^

and they like all empty pitchers that can

carry n&amp;lt;&amp;gt; water all broken reeds and stubhk

to be burnt up with unquenchable fire. The
real Christians need no doctors; they have

the promises given of old to the saints, anc

th;it is enough fur them : they are for evei

redeemed out of the power of drugs, anc

pestles and mortars. Nothing can hurt them,
nd that is the mark &amp;lt;f the true believers;
hat is the difference between them and the

mpty professors, who are left to suffer many
things from many physicians.&quot;

&quot; What do you call yourselves, then ?

Witnesses ?
&quot;

Yes, bless the Lord ! we are witnesses for

faith on the earth ; but we take no name
Dut Christians that is our name, and none
else.&quot;

1 In fact, I suppose you are the men, and
that wisdom will die with

you.&quot;

We are the Lord s, praised be his name!
but wisdom will not die with us ; he will

preserve a remnant in the earth for his

name s sake.&quot;

;t But suppose you broke your leg, would
not you send for a doctor?

&quot;

Break my \Q&amp;lt;J ! bless the Lord ! he will

never suffer a bone of me to be broken, while

I am faithful; he will keep me as the apple
of his eye. That is his promise; I have it,

and it cannot fail.&quot;

In a word, here we had the nucleus of

brother Witness s doctrine. He teaches his

adherents that all the world is still heathen,

in spite of its professions, except himself and
his disciples; that the test of being real

Christians is the power of working all the

miracles that were wrought by the Apostles
themselves. But the reader will ask, &quot;Does

he do these miracles?&quot; No. &quot;And yet
do the people believe him ?

&quot;

Yes. This

man, in a county bordering on the Metropolis
of England we are talking of a real man,
and no shadow

;
of his real doctrines and

practice, and no fictions this man has taught
his doc-trine far and wide, and has found so

many followers, that we were assured they
have now about thirty chapels in different

places, and one or more in London itself. He
professes to cure all illnesses by the laying on
of hands, and by anointing the patients with oil.

But does he cure them, you ask ? He says
he does; and the people, when appealed to,

say he does. They die, it is true; but nobody
lives for ever.

And it is a fact that, not far from this

metropolis, there is an extensive sect who
never call in medical aid to assist their women
in childbirth

; who never have their children

vaccinated; who, through all the perils of
the distempers incident to infancy arid child

hood, never seek or use the aid of medical

science; who, in any case where a surgical

operation nay, even amputation might re

lieve suffering, or preserve life, refuse such
aid as sinful and superfluous; who, in the

most violent acute diseases, or the most, con

tagious fevers, do nothing more, and put faith

in nothing more, th-in the laying on of hands,

praying, and anointing with oil. If the suf

ferer die, &quot;It is the Lord s will;&quot; and tluit

is the all-sufficing phr is^j !

There is something alarming in the

spread of this fanaticism. Some day there
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may come small-pox of a peculiarly virulent

type, or a contagious fever, and sweep off a

whole population. But when you tell them

so, they only smile at your unbelieving
heathenism. They have already been in

danger of a severe legal sentence for the

neglect of medical means where death has

taken place; but they are ready for the mar

tyrdom of legal or any other persecution, and
would flourish under it.

We heard brother Witness deliver one of

his open-air Sunday harangues. It was pre

cisely of the same style as his journeyman
disciple s discourse. All the world was still

pagan but Goosetrap Witness arid his friends.

Brother Witness did not parade mui-h human

learning or education. It was all miracle

and grace, and very bad grammar.
He declared that the ordinary teachers

of Christianity deceived the people by telling
them to trust in God, walk orderly, and

hope for salvation. &quot;Ah, my brethren!&quot;

he added, &quot;there is no hoping and trusting in

this thing. Every man knows whether he be

in a state of salvation or not. He knows the

day and the hour to a minute when salvation

was vouchsafed to him; I krmvv-. my brethren,
the blessed day, to an hour :.nd a minute,
when salvation came to me. I was at brother

Melksom s, in London, ten years ago. Brother

Melksom was always full of rejoicings, sing

ing at heart like a pilgrim, that has cast off

his burden, and already sees the golden gates
afore him. I found that he had got some

thing that I had not; and I prayed, and

prayed, night, and morning, and noon, and

morning, and noon, and night; and one morn

ing, at fifty-three minutes and seven and a

half seconds past seven o clock, salvation fell

upon me like a cloud of fire. I felt that if I

had wings I could have flown at once to

Gudgeon-Brook, to tell my friends; but not

having them, I hastened down stairs, and

said, Brother Melksom! we will have some
breakfast!

&quot;

The wonderful climax, &quot;Brother Melksom,
we will have some breakfast !&quot; seemed to

produce an astounding sensation on the

auditory. The silent man who had mended
the boot, with his ludicrous likeness to an old

acquaintance, cast a triumphant look at me
across the crowd, saying as plainly as possible,

There! there is no getting over that!&quot;

Unfortunately, at this moment, the other dis

ciple who had declared that nothing could

hurt him while he was faithful was seized

with a violent fit of ague, or as brother
Witness called it, the

&quot;agur,&quot;
and had to be

carried off to a neighbouring fisherman s

house, where he was in a while somewhat
relieved by the laying on of hands and a

potent glass of brandy.
Meantime, brother Witness, at the head of

his church, marched off towards a distant

village, where he was again, in the evening, to

hold a meeting. On the way from the green
he recognised me, and triumphantly demanded

what I thought of his preaching. I declined

to enter into any explanation, further than

recommending him, if he really believed in his

power of resisting poisons, to try the effect of

a few drops of Prussic acid, and if he really
was persuaded that he could restore all insane

persons, to make a visit to Han well or St.

Luke s, and put to flight all the demons that

afflicted the patients there. If he really pos
sessed such miraculous powers, (I ventured
to observe) a glorious work of humanity was

open to him. But brother Witness very

modestly declined both these tests, under the

plea that such experiments would be pre

sumptuous; a sentiment in which I perfectly
concurred.

There is an anecdote told which shows how
brother Witness has an eye to the main chance.

Witness s church holds meetings on a week

day evening, in which every one delivers

his sentiment on some subject concerning
the welfare of the association. On one

occasion, in returning from one of their

distant field-preachings, the Goosetrappists
found a little foot-bridge carried away by
a flood, and their progress homewards thus

cut off by the swollen brook. A new disciple,

however, brother Strongback, in his zeal

carried the whole company over. It was a

fine opportunity for trying how far they
could walk on the water, in imitation of

the Divine example, which they have the

audacity to pretend they have the power
to imitate; but on this occasion brother.

Witness very properly deemed the attempt

presumptuous. Brother Strongback carried

all safely over, and in gratitude, at the next

meeting, one of the faithful stood up and

said,
&quot; Bless the Lord, and praised be his

name! brother Strongback has got no shoes.&quot;

The above introductory phrase, in which the

sacred name is so freely used, is a regular
formula, with which every one commences
his observations. We need not repeat it, but

simply say, that a second brother or sister

added, &quot;I will give twopence for a pair of
shoes for brother Strongback.&quot; Another
would give threepence ;

and so it went the

round of the meeting. When the necessary
sum was subscribed, brother Goosetrap Wit
ness, who had watched the progress of the

subscription in silence, arose with great solem

nity, and said, &quot;Bless the Lord, and praised
be his name, I will make brother Strongback
a pair of shoes for the money !

&quot;

Again, we ask, will it be believed that at

the present moment there is in the vicinity
of London, and extending into London itself,

a sect whore pretensions are of this prepos
terous and daring kind?

The lamentable fact, however, is strictly so.

Brother Witness of rcourse denounces all

books and all reading except of the Bible and

the Hymn-book. He and his sect read no

books, nor magazines, nor newspapers. Louis

Napoleon is not a more rigid enemy of the

press than brother Witness.
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Surely there is need (and surely brother

Witness knows it) of a little more diffusion

of education among the clods of the valley
in this country. We want either a national

or a rational education : something which
shall reach the dark corners of the land rather

more effectually than the occasional bull s-eye
of the policeman. Either education or brother

Witness must rule, and the choice lies between
them. We must commit the people to the

care and sympathies of the educated teacher

and the enlightened physician, or they will

commit themselves to brother Witness. Joe

Smith and brother Witness are the wild

growth of uncultivated intellect, and if we
are not for general education, we are for

them.

THE WILD-FLOWER OF THE
DANUBE.

FOR months before the election of a repre
sentative to the Hungarian legislature, all

classes, high and low, wore the chosen badge
of their partv, consisting, generally, of -a

feather, a ribbon of one of the national

colours, or of a fresh sprig, or flower. It was,

thus, easy to recognise, at the first glance, to

which party a man belonged.
In the county of Nesgrad (that smiling

region, which may well be called the garden
of Hungary), during the election which im

mediately preceded our king s last breach of

faith, a badge was chosen, which, from the

poetry of its name, and the beauty of its

form, excited in me a lively curiosity. It was

a plant found in Lower Hungary, more espe

cially on the banks of the Danube and the

Theiss. On a slender green stem, scantily

decked with leaves, waves a delicately-divided

feathery flower, which, for softness and flexi

bility, can only be compared with ostrich or

marabout plumes. The soft filament?, which

nestle so gently, and the colour of which can

only be described as flaxen, will partly explain
the peculiar name that the flower bears in

Hungary, namely,
&quot; The Orphan Maiden Hair.

Count Joseph Zichy, a young and ardent

member of the Left, had brought great quan
titles of this plant (which continues for years

unchanged) from his estates in Lower Hungary
to our upland district, where it will not grow
he distributed it as the opposition badge at the

election of deputies for the momentous diet o

1847-1848. The flower was so becoming an

ornament, that many ladies whose husbands

or fathers belonged to that party, adorned theii

riding-hats with it; a circumstance which

doubtless, brought over many a youthfu

proselyte.
One warm autumn evening, I sat with a

true-hearted peasant family, before thei

cottage-door. I was to remain with them

until the following morning, when I expected
to receive a letter which should regulate my
movements. Father, mother, and children

were stringing the dark golden, or purple

Drown, spikes of freshly-gathered Turkish
maize on long pieces of strong twine, in order

o hang them in festoons from the low straw

roof to dry. In the hat of one of the fine

active lads waved a most beautiful &quot; Arva

edny laf
n

(Orphan Maiden Hair), at least

Mghteen- inches long. The black-eyed Erzsi

^Elizabeth) observed, with some pride, when
she saw how I admired it, that this flower

was not to be found in our stony Nesgrad ;

and, perhaps, nowhere in such perfection as

&quot;ust here, on the neighbouring banks of the

river. My former curiosity returned, and I

inquired into the origin of its extraordinary
name.

It was only after repeated entreaties that my
hpsts, who, at my question, had assumed quite
a solemn air, determined to impart to me the

legend that prevails along the shores of the

Danube concerning this flower. According
to ancient custom, it might only be related

by the grandmother, on the long festive

evenings of the Christmas week. As she,

however, was now ill, the blooming Erzsi,

after assuring us she remembered every

syllable of it, was allowed to take her place.
The full moon, just rising, quivered on the

calm waves of the Danube, and the whole
scene gave a half-saddened tone to my mind,
that well adapted it for the coming legend.

Erzsi began, in a low voice, to relate as

follows :

Not far from here is a large market-town,
which, with other estates in the country, be
came the property of a German Count, on
his marriage with the only daughter of a

rich magnate. After the death of this lady
who held some office about the person

of the Empress her husband came from
Vienna to live on the estates, which he ad
ministered during the minority of his two

sons, as their guardian. Great alterations were
now introduced. The old officials and ser

vants most of whom had inherited their

situations from father to son for generations
were replaced by Austrians. Before long, not
a word of Hungarian was to be heard in the

Castle
;
the family itself did not understand a

syllable of the language. All judicial pro

ceedings were transacted in German
;
none

of the officials had the slightest acquaintance
with our mother-tongue ; and, if the poor
peasant brought forward a complaint or a

petition, he was not only unable to make
himself understood, but was even mocked
and insulted on that account. When, thus

wounded in his tenderest feeling (his pride
in our noble language), he appealed to the

Count himself, he gained but a repetition of

the same treatment, only accompanied with

increased scorn. The sole results of every
such attempt was approbation for the officials,

and harsh words, or blows, for the peasant.

Despair fell gradually on the people, like an

endless night, and wore deep furrows in their

haggard faces.
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Janos was a gamekeeper, and had until

now led a life of domestic happiness with

his wife and child. He was replaced by an

ignorant upstart, better skilled in the arts of

fawning and flattery than in those of hunting
and woodcraft.

Driven from house and home, Janos re

moved, with his family, to a clay hut, on the

banks of the Danube, not far from the Castle.

He tried in many ways to provide for their

support; but, like his father and his grand
father, he was only a huntsman. His skill,

therefore, was limited to the green forest,

and his unerring ball. His utmost efforts

in field-work and fishing, brought small gain
and great vexation.

His child fell ill, and the blooming cheek

of his young wife grew pale from want and

anxiety. Janos knew not where to turn.

The village doctor had declared meat and

nourishing food to be the only medicine for

mother and child. The prescription was
received in silence; it was given with the

coldness and indifference of one who, grown
dull to such sad scenes by their frequent

repetition, cares little whether the advice he

gives can be followed or not.

For many hours after thu Joparture of the

doctor, they remained brooding gjoomily over

his words. The young wife had at last,

through sheer weariness, fallen asleep, with

her little one on her arm. The huntsman

gazed on the mother and child, and two

large tears strange visitants to his proud
face fell down his cheeks on to his dark

beard. Suddenly his eye flashed. A resolve

seemed to burst, struggling, from him ; his

lips grew pale. Stealthily he arose ; and

groping in the straw that formed his bed,
drew forth a double-barrelled gun from its

concealment;* he threw over his shoulder his

large bunde;^ and, hiding beneath it gun,
pouch, and powder-flask, he hastened through
the doorway.

It was already dusk, when the crying of her

child for food awoke Terka from a feverish

sleep. She raised herself with difficulty,
looked around, and saw she was alone.

Where was Janos ? She knew that, for a

week, he had been without work
;
what

could have induced him to forsake his sick

wife? A horrible foreboding, which she
could not define, seized her. She rushed out,
and called him with a loud voice. There was
no answer. She returned to the hut, took
the wailing child in her arms, and darted

from house to house in the village, asking
for her husband. Some had not seen him ;

others answered with embarrassment, and

sought to persuade her to return to the hut.

This only rendered the dark image of coming
evil more distinct. Onward and onward, a

nameless presentiment seemed to impel Terka
towards one fixed spot. Meanwhile, night had

* According to the law, none but the nobles are allowed
to keep fire-arms, without express permission,

t Hungarian sheepskin.

completely closed in. The starving child shud
dered on the breast of its mother; who, though
only half-clothed, neither felt the raw night-
wind, nor heeded her infant s cry. She had
now arrived in front of the Castle

;
the gates

were wide open, but the entrance was filled

with a crowd of people. Terka stopped for a

moment, and turned her large black eye on
the bystanders, who, motionless with terror,
were gazing towards the interior of the castle-

yard.
Silence reigned for a moment ; a loud,

horrible cry then pierced the air one that

seemed rather forced from a sense of power
less rage than from pain. A cold shudder
ran through all present ;

Terka had sunk on
her knees, but rose at once; and, with the

strength of madness, pushing aside her neigh
bours who sought to detain her, reached the

space within.

It was lighted by the ruddy glare of torches,
held by a number of servants who were

ranged around. The husband lay, bound with

cords, on the ground; and the hissing scourges
fell, with fearful rapidity, upon him. A few

paces distant stood the grey-headed Count,
with his two beardless sons. All three

appeared to look upon the scene as on an

unexpected excitement. If a groan or cry
from the poacher (he had been caught in

the act) caused the executioner, who had
been created for the occasion, to pause in

voluntarily, a heavy blow on his own shoulder,
dealt by the high hand of his gracious lord,

taught him to do his duty better; and, urged
by a feeling of revenge, he visited this insult

to himself with threefold force on his victim.

Terka gazed with vacant eyes; no cry

escaped her lips. The storm had loosened her

long black hair, which she thrust from her

pallid brow as though she wished to see more

clearly. Mechanically she drew nearer to her
husband and now, he sees her ! A fresh

scream of rage burst from him it was like

no human sound !

&quot;

Away !

&quot;

he cried, in the Hungarian tongue,
&quot;what would an angel do among demons?&quot;

The young wife made no reply ; uncon

sciously, she opened her arms the child fell

on the stones of the court-yard, and she sank

fainting by its side.

Silently, as at the funeral procession of a

murdered man, did the neighbours carry the

father, mother, and child, all three covered
with blood, back to their hut. The savage
humour of the great lord was for a time at rest.

The streets were empty ; no one dared to

appear at his door while the mournful train

passed. Even those whom humanity had ren

dered bold enough to take the huntsman to

his home, withdrew, in anxious haste, fearful

of exciting anew the rage awakened in their

tyrants.
The injuries which the mother and child

had received in their fall to the pavement
were, fortunately, slight; but Janos lay in a

burning fever occasioned by his wounds.
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Wild fancies, full of the terrible events of the

evening, and mingled with the ardent* desire

for revenge, agitated the brain of the sick

man. From time to time, Terka laid cooling
herbs on the deep, bloody wounds with which
his back and shoulders were covered, and

then seated herself quietly at the head of

his bed.

Day broke at last. The huntsman knew
once more the loving hand that so gently
touched his brow, and found a smile for the

child to which Terka sadly pointed as their

consolation. The little one sat on the floor,

not fur from them, playing with the bright
hair that fell in light ringlets on her neck,
and the rich abundance of which was the

joy and pride of her parents.
Towards noon, the trampling of many

horses was heard. The door was flung open,
and the forester, who had on the previous

day arrested his predecessor, and brought him
to the Castle, now entered, accompanied by
several youths.

&quot; Your lord commands
you,&quot;

he cried, in a

tone of peremptory insolence, &quot;instantly
to

give up the fire-arms which you no doubt still

have in the house. The count himself waits

without to be witness of your submission.&quot;

The huntsman, unable to speak, cast a look

of deep meaning on Terk*.
&quot; Janos had but the one

guri,&quot;
she said, with

downward look.
&quot;

Wretches, beware ! A lie plunges you but

deeper in disgrace. Deliver the arms that

you persist in concealing.&quot;

The huntsman himself now made a sign of

denial.

&quot;We have hidden nothing,&quot; murmured the

young wife, almost inaudibly.
The count had overheard this conversation

through the open door. &quot;

Drag him forth !
&quot;

he cried, his voice trembling with rage,
&quot; that

the hoof of my horse may trample this lying

Magyar s soul out of its body. Do you hear
1

?

Out with him, or his punishment shall fall

I
on those who hesitate. Let the house be

searched,&quot; continued he, &quot;and if there be
found what he so obstinately denies, he shall

pay for it with his life !

&quot;

The youths seized the sick man, and

dragged him to the burning sand, which at

this place, covers the shore. Terka followed.

&quot;Hold!&quot; she cried, as she saw the raised

whip of the furious Count suspended over the

head of her husband, &quot;Hold ! one moment
J will fetch what you desire.&quot;

She went back into the house. In a few
seconds she returned, with a rifle in her hand.

&quot;

Here,&quot; said she,
&quot;

is the weapon and

the ball with it!&quot; and, before they were

aware, she had taken a sure aim, and fired.

The Count, shot through the heart, fell fiom

his horse. Janos sprang to his feet ;
his frantic

wife, clasping him in her arms, whispered a few

words in his e;ir. In an instant, they threw

themselves together from the bank into the

stream.

Their bodies were never found.

After these terrible events, the deserted

child (then five years old) became an object
of the tenderest care to the whole village.
The inhabitants were incited to this, partly

by a natural feeling of compassion ; partly by
a dim, unuttered sympathy, which impelled
them to take charge of the child whose un

happy mother had avenged them all. Several

times kind-hearttd mothers tried to take

the child to their homes, intending to re

gard it as one of their own
;

but she

always returned to the hut of her pa
rents. Neither kind nor harsh treatment

could induce her to stay; she always seized

the first opportunity to slip away unobserved.

When hungry, she went into the village and
jisked for bread

; if this were offered to her

on condition of her not returning to the hut,
she sadly bent her head, so beauteously
adorned with sunny curls, and went home
her hunger umippeased. They asked her

often if she did not fear being alone in the

solitary hut: She then would smile, and,

lifting her dark blue eyes in wonderment to

the face of the questioner, answer, &quot;Father

and mother are with me you forget ; they
watch all night that no harm befall me.&quot; At
last they were obliged to let the strange child

have her way ;
but supplied her regularly and

abundantly with food and clothes.

By degrees a kind of awe made the country
people shun her. Her strange, reserved
nature the gentle sadness that was spread
over her features the ever-repeated assur

ance that her parents spent every night with

her, gave occasion to rumours of all sorts

among the superstitious. It was said that

their restless spirits actually rose from their

watery grave, to protect the darling they
had forsaken. This belief at last prevailed
so far that the people gradually avoided

speaking to the girl, or having her in their

homes
; but everything she required was

conveyed to a place, whence she, as if by a

fcicit agreement, came to fetch it. This es

trangement coincided entirely with her own
inclinations; she did not like the society of
human beings, and had no knowledge of their

ways. Thus, solitary and companionless, she

ripened into a lovely maiden.
From sunrise until evening she was to be

seen on the same spot, sitting on the shore,
either in a musing, dreamy attitude, softly

murmuring to the waves, and bending over

them, as if listening for a reply ;
or comb

ing with careful pride her lustrous golden
hair, which dipped in the moving mirror of
tha water, and enveloped her in the sunshine,
like a mantle of rays.

Eleven years had elapsed since the dny on
which the pjirents of the orphan had met
their death. The old Count s oppression, far

from being diminished, was redoubled, under
the united sw.-iy of the two brothers ; who
vied with each other in inflicting pain and

misery. While Franz was the terror of all
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the poor who were unable to render their

lord the exact amount of money and labour

due to him, Wilfred, the younger brother,
was a libertine of the most licentious nature ;

who, in his wild passion for the banquet, and
the chase, spared neither the goods nor the

lands, neither the fields nor the fruits of his

vassals. Every holy feeling of humanity
seemed to be dried up in these two hearts.

The father of a family trembled when Franz
ordered him up to the castle, for this was the

sure omen of approaching misfortune, The
mother murmured a short prayer, and has

tened to conceal herself and her children in

the remotest corner of the house, when the

snorting of Wilfred s black horse was heard

on the castle hill.

One warm Sunday morning, during harvest

time, Wilfred had rjdden out with a dozen
fleet greyhounds, to course the hare, little

caring in his wild mood for the horror \vith

which he filled the pious villagers by this un

holy disturbance of the Sabbath. The sport
did not prove successful ; the dogs, had been
at fault the horse had failed in speed the

game had escaped the hunter. He relieved

his ill-temper by pulling at the mouth of his

Arabian horse till it bled; and giving the

dogs, that, aware of their crime, were slinking

fearfully away, a taste of the whip. In his

obstinate determination to reach his prey, he
had ridden farther than usual : now, hungry
and vexed, he sought to shorten the way back
to the castle by leaping over every obstacle.

After proceeding madly on his way for half-

an-hour, a cool refreshing breeze suddenly
roused the heated rider from his sullen brood

ing. He looked up and found himself on a

sandy-road by the bank of the Danube. He
was about to slacken his pace, both for his

own and his horse s sake, when the animal,

shying and starting aside, stopped short. Sur

prised at this unusual movement, he looked
around for the cause of the horse s fear.

The sight that met his eyes, although far

from exciting a similar feeling in him, held

him for some moments motionless. A few

paces from him. on a grassy hillock, lay the

orphan (her head resting on her arm), uncon
scious of the rider s approach.
A mngical loveliness gleamed from her

countenance, which was bent towards the
stream with an arch smile, such as petted
children wear when they venture to play
tricks on grave people. Meanwhile, she cast

into the water bunches and garlands of wild

flowers, which lay heaped in her lap. Her

long bright hair, gently borne on the wind,
now floated in sunny filaments around her,
and now enveloped in rich shining folds

her slender form. The whole apparition
was one of entrancing beauty, rare and

captivating.
Much less would ht;ve sufficed to inflame

the excitable heart of the Austrian
; he

alighted from his horse, and approached the

maiden, fearing all the while lest some

illusion might be dazzling his senses, and the

whole enchantment dissolve into air before

he reached it. She did not look up; but
continued playing with the flowers.

&quot;Who art thou?&quot; he at length exclaimed,
Imost trembling with emotion. &quot;

Say, art

thou woman, or immortal ?
&quot;

There was no answer.

The Count drew nearer, and sat down at

her feet. &quot;Listen!&quot; he resumed, &quot;I feel, by
the passionate beating of my heart, that thou
art mortal, like myself. I know not whence
thou comest, nor what thy name. It matters

not. Woman reigns but by beauty s power.
Reign over all that is mine, and over me !

&quot;

With these words he tried to seize her hand.

The maiden now looked up for the first time;
and on her countenance was depicted only
childish vexation at the interruption.

&quot; Hush !

&quot;

she said; &quot;you speak so loud that I cannot

hear wlpt they are telling me.&quot;

&quot; Leave thy childish
play,&quot;

said the

knight, caressingly.
&quot; Dost thou not hear ?

Dost thou not understand what I offer thee?

I, Count Wilfred, lord of this wide domain,

implore thy love. Follow me to my castle,

and, let the world say what it will, thou shalt

be Lord Wilfred s wife.&quot;

The maiden listened thoughtfully to his

words
;
a sad foreboding flitted unconsciously

like a shadow over her clear brow. &quot;

I do

not understand I know not what you would
with me I feel only that your presence
alarms and disturbs me.&quot; With these words
she turned from him, as though in anger.
The Count stood up, he felt a gush of that

impatience which always seized him on the

slightest contradiction ;
but a glance at the

fascinating creature before him subdued it.

&quot;Thou art a child, yet a charming, a

wondrous child. Understand, then, oh sweet
wild maiden ! Thou shalt become my wife

shalt go with me to my castle shalt leave

this place never to return.&quot;

Of all Wilfred had said, the orphan under
stood only that he purposed to remove her

from her home.
In anxious fear she sprung up.

&quot; Leave
this place ! Depart!&quot; she cried.

&quot;

Stranger,

why torment me with such words? Know
you not that I am the orphan ? Leave me !

&quot;

she continued, and clasped her hands im

ploringly, &quot;leave me to myself! Do you not

hear?&quot; and she bent, in a listening attitude,

over the Danube &quot;

They murmur. I fear

they are displeased with me.&quot; She threw
herself weeping on her knees :

&quot; Be not angry
with me, loved ones! Never will the orphan
leave this place !

rt

A shudder ran through the Knight. A dim
recollection began to dawn on his mind.

Involuntarily, his thoughts reverted to his

fither, who had been murdered on these banks.

The details of the awful event had always, so

far as was possible,been concealed from him nnd

his brother. Why did the shade of his father

now rise to his imagination, dark and Bloody !
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&quot;Thou little fool,&quot; he exclaimed, &quot;thou

little frantic fool! Art thou really so un

acquainted with men and the world as not

to know that each of my words is a thun

derbolt, before which every will trembles

and is silent? I tell thee thou must follow

me.&quot;

With these words he clasped the maiden in

his arms, and sought to draw her away.
The orphan sprang up. The anger of out

raged modesty glowed on her check; he*
dark blue eye flashed as if it would annihilate

the insolent intruder.
&quot;

Help !

&quot;

she cried ;

&quot;

help ! Am I quite
forsaken !

&quot;

On the surrounding heights appeared groups
of country people on their way to the neigh

bouring church, who, anxious spectators of

the unequal contest, ventured not to stay
their dreaded master.

&quot;Thou strugglest in vain, mischievous little

witch !

&quot;

exclaimed Wilfred, as he strove to

lift her on his horse.

&quot;Help !

&quot;

cried the maiden again.
The groups on the hills crowded together.

The bells of the village church began to

sound the summons to the holy service.

With a violent movement of despair, the

orphan had succeeded in disengaging herself,
and had gained the brink of the stream.

&quot;

I understand thee !

&quot;

shouted the Count
;

&quot;but thou art too beautiful to become the

prey of fishes : thou shalt not escape me so !

&quot;

He roughly grasped her long, silken hair,

and wound it several times round his right
hand. &quot; Now fly !

&quot;

he triumphantly exclaimed,
&quot; call thy spirits to thy aid !

&quot;

The maiden trembled in every limb.
&quot;My

parents! my parents !&quot; she cried.
&quot;

Oh, help

your child !

&quot;

And suddenly as when a huge caldron, on
the point of boiling, sends to the surface foam
and bubbles the stream began to seethe and
heave ; its colour changing to a dull grey ;

a hollow plashing sound was heard ; and an
odour of decay rose from the waters. The
orphan uttered a cry of joy ;

stretched her
arms as towards a visible object, and sank
into the stream.

A shriek of horror burst from the tyrant;
the luxuriant tresses remained in his hand !

Pale as death, he staggered several paces
backward. &quot;Lord, be merciful to me!&quot; he

stammered, with halting tongue, and fell to

the ground in a swoon. His hand relaxed

its hold
;
and the delicate fair hair, carried

by the wind, flew along the shore, and rested

on hill and bush.

The bells were still calling to church
; but

the people, excited and trembling at the

miracle they had witnessed, knelt down and

implored from Heaven forgiveness for the

wretched culprit.

Count Wilfred soon after made a pilgrimage
to the Holy Sepulchre, from which he never

returned. A few years more, and his elder

brother breathed his last, after a long illness,

surrounded in his dying moments only by
unsympathising men, whom he had taught
to feel towards him nothing but hatred, and
a longing for revenge. The property reverted

to the State.

But, maidens, ever since this wondrous

event, have found along the shores of the

Danube a new flower, the long, flaxen filaments

of which so closely resemble The Orphan
Maiden s Hair that they have given it that

name.

Erzsi ceased. Meanwhile, the moon had

fully risen, and softly illumined the stream

and its green shores. Here and there, between
the reeds, were seen the delicate, light flowers,

the history of which she had related; and

which, gently stirred by the evening wind,
bore testimony to the truth of the Hungarian
legend.

It was late my hosts retired to rest; but
I remained long on my seat before the house,
and let the rushing current of the Danube,
and the sighing of the reeds, repeat to me the

legend I had heard.

THE TREATMENT OF THE INSANE.

Under this head we spoke in our third

volume, at page 572, of the extent to which

insanity prevails in this kingdom, and pointed
out the insufficiency of the accommodation

provided for the care and cure of Lunatics.

Our comments were, on that occasion, by no
means exhausted.

In the first place, there is left to us some

thing to say of the arrangements now existing
on behalf of private patients in the County
Asylums, in the public Hospitals, and lastly,
in the Licensed Houses.

According to a return made by the Com
missioners of Lunacy to the Lord Chancellor,
there were in January, 1850, nine county
asylums which admitted piivate as well as

pauper lunatics. The entire number of
^ pri

vate patients living at that time in &quot;the

asylums, was two hundred and thirty-two.
When county asylums were first established,

they were mainly for the benefit of pauper
lunatics; and, although in several instances

part of their accommodation has been applied
to the use of private patients, it would
have been better had they all remained
devoted wholly to the service of the poor.
When such necessary parts of an asylum as

its courts and grounds are subdivided for the

sake of separating patients between whom
there is no other difference than rank, the

pauper loses, and the private patient only
ets a part of the accommodation furnished,

not for men divided by the barriers of social

rank, but for men united by a common malady
under a common system of relief. Moreover,
there arises a great deal of practical incon

venience from the endeavour to maintain two
cales of housekeeping under a single roof,

and what is a great deal worse, much moral
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injury is done, by suggesting to patients with

unhealthy minds contrasts at which the

healthiest would be disposed to grumble.

Among the more experienced directors

of these institutions, the desire to dispense
with the reception of private patients is

increasing. Among county asylums recently

erected, we can call to mind but one in

which the establishment of a provision for

two classes of patients has been seriously

attempted. If other accommodation can be

found for private cases, we shall desire much
to see their removal from all county asylums.
Considerations of pounds, shillings, and pence,

might still in some cases forbid a charge,
but on all other grounds it is in all cases

desirable.

It is inconsistent with our present know

ledge of the accommodation needed for

due care of the insane, to scoop a corner

from a county lunatic asylum for the use of

private patients. We are by no means
blind to the energy and skill which have
been manifested in the management of some
of those asylums which contain two classes of

the insane. In many of the directors, and

almost all the superintendents of such insti

tutions, there has appeared a steady disposi
tion to move on in advance of worn-out usages,
to drop mere routine methods, and to act in

accordance with the philosophic principles of

treatment which have been, and are being,

developed in the present day. The asylums
have indeed served as schools, out of whose

teaching almost all that deserves the name
of improvement in the care and treatment of

mental disease in our own country has been

produced ;
but we must express a firm con

viction, that with the best skill and the best

care, serious inconvenience must result from
the attempt to quarter private cases on asy
lums which are properly intended only for

the use of pauper lunatics.

Many county lunatic asylums have in the

first instance been established in a form, or on

a scale, extremely ill-suited to the requirements
of their respective districts. As the world

now runs, it is in every man s power to ascer

tain with exactness the number of pauper
lunatics in every district of the kingdom, and
the exact amount of accommodation that ha

been provided for them in each district. The
difference, therefore, that has in each case to

be made good, in order to establish the pro
vision for such sufferers in a fit way through
out the country, is a plain sum in subtraction.

Why is it not worked out? Why are not

mistakes of construction rectified? Why are

not inadequate grounds enlarged? In the way
of blundering, for example, we have heard ol

one asylum built within the last seven years
to accommodate one hundred and twenty
patients. Its dormitories were able to hole

fifty men, that is to say, tranquil patients
but there were at first no more than twelve

single chambers for patients whose companv
at nio-ht would disturb others in their rest

Yet it is well known that at least one lunatic

patient in three requires a distinct sleeping

apartment, while the rest ought to be lodged
n what are called Associated Dormitories,

containing ,six, or at the most, eight beds. In

other details of the construction of the asylum
to which we are referring, the same want of

practical intelligence was manifested. A
brief trial proved that the building was
unable to fulfil the,purpose for which it had
been designed. All the arrangements had
to be revised, and a large additional outlay
was of course incurred. On the other hand,
the large supplementary asylum for the

county of Middlesex, which has been opened
recently at Colney Hatch, is not more re

markable for its exteflt than for the com

pleteness of its arrangements.
The arrangements now being carried

out by the visiting justices of the asylum,
for the county of Stafford, are among the

best of the kind existing in the country.
That asylum had united its resources in

1814 with a charitable fund, and undertook
to receive three classes of patients those

who could pay for their maintenance, those

who could partly pay, and those who could

not pay at all. After some time the dropping
in of funds enabled the justices to sever their

connection with the trustees of the charitable

fund, and confine their asylum to the use of

paupers only, making room for four or five

hundred of them. The trustees of the

charity, from the share of funds withdrawn

by them at the partition, were at the same
time able to erect a separate institution for

the benefit of private patients only.
When the provisions of the act 8 & 9 Viet,

cap. 126, shall be entirely fulfilled, under the

efficient supervision of the Commissioners in

Lunacy, the care of the insane poor will be

placed on a safe footing. They will be better

provided for than the afflicted members of a

higher class. So notoriously deficient are the

provisions for the care and cure of lunatics

belonging to the middle classes, that many
people who have worldly substance, do not

hesitate, by a verbal fiction, to apply on be

half ofan insane friend,as on behalf of a pauper,
for admission into the county lunatic asylum.
Such a friend is of course described as a

pauper, by the sanction of the authorities,

who obtain a bond for the re-imbursement

of all expense incurred for the/ patient. In

one county lunatic asylum with which we
are acquainted, the gross number of patients
admitted during the year 1850 was one

hundred and three, out of which there were
as many as twenty-three fictitious paupers,
for whose maintenance their parishes were

duly indemnified.

Passing from the subject of county asylums,
we come now to speak of lunatic hospitals ;

institutions for the reception of the insane,

which have been established chiefly by volun

tary contributions, and are governed by com
mittees after the manner of other charitable
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trusts. Their character was thus defined in

one of the reports of the Metropolitan Com
missioners in Lunacy : &quot;These hospitals differ

materially from other hospitals for the sick

in this respect, that although most of them
derive some portion of their income from ,a

charitable foundation, the patients admitted
into them invariably pay the greater part,
and sometimes the whole of the expense of

their own maintenance, and medical attend

ance.&quot; Out of the same reports we learn that

there arc thirteen institutions of this nature.

Bethlehem hospital, and one or two asylums
for insane soldiers and sailors, not being
within the jurisdiction of the Commissioners
in Lunacy, are not included in this estimate.

On the first of January, 1850, these thirteen

institutions afforded accommodation for eight
hundred and sixty-live private patients, some
little space being reserved for pauper cases.

There were also three thousand seven hun
dred and seventy-four private patients under
&quot;

appropriate superintendence ;&quot;
out of which

number seventy per cent, were under the care

of persons who look upon their reception as a

means of livelihood.

Possibly they may be better cared for in

some of these licensed houses than in the

lunatic hospitals themselves. The hospitals
are not all in a satisfactory condition. Of
the thirteen institutions named in the report
we have cited, five admitted paupers among
other patients; six or seven were not able to

find room for more than fifty private cases.

We doubt much whether any hospital on a

small scale, containing fewer than about a

hundred inmates, could possess the finances

requisite for maintaining grounds and other

requirements of a lunatic community on a

sufficient scale. Again, while some of these

hospitals have admirable sites, there are others

situated in the midst of towns, where the

patients are either to be screened from ob
servation by high prison-like walls, or to be
overlooked from the windows of adjacent
houses. No natural sky-line can cheat the

disturbed imagination with a sense of liberty,

and still less is there the solace to the mind
of an extensive or a cheerful prospect. Fur

thermore, we feel by no means convinced
of the wisdom with which funds are ma
naged in some of these hospitals. In walk

ing over one of them we asked why the

walls of the galleries, and of some of the

day-rooms were so dingy, when a very trifling

outlay upon paper-hanging, paint, or even

simple whitewash, would have converted the

gloom into comfort. We then leirnt that

the money paid on account of lunatic patients
in that institution was not all spent in pro

viding for their maintenance ; but that every

shilling that could be saved out of its ex

penses was paid over to the Treasurer of an

adjacent General Infirmary, for the support
of which institution the lunatics were de

prived of a considerable portion of their

dues.

The public has, of late years, ceased to

regard a lunatic hospital as a scene
&quot; Of hotrid shapes, and shrieks and sights unholy.&quot;

The governors of Bethlehem represent the

improved knowledge and feeling of society
when they draw a veil over the hideous

sculptures of Gibber, which used to keep
watch over their gate, caricaturing madness.
Too many of us in this country have to watch
with affectionate solicitude the wanderings of

a mind that has been one with ours in love

the anxious search for a fit place of repose
and cure occurs at times within the sphere of

every man s acquaintance. The search is now
too difficult.

We have seen that, on the 1st of January,
1850, there were three thousand seven hun
dred and seventy-four members of families

who could afford to pay for due assistance

placed under appropriate superintendence.
Of this number, no more than thirty per
cent. in exact numbers one thousand and

ninety-seven were residing in county asylums
and lunatic hospitals. The remaining two
thousand six hundred and seventy-seven
were, therefore, being lodged in licensed

houses. Of these licensed houses, therefore,
it remains for us to speak.

Places of safe custody for lunatics being
quite indispensable, and such places not being
provided otherwise for seventy per cent, of
the whole number, it has become a matter of

necessity that private houses should be open
for their reception, and that private persons,

physicians or others, should endeavour to

meet the demand that exists for people
competent to watch over the insane. If the

keeping of such licensed houses has become
one of the private modes of earning a liveli

hood in England, we must by no means say
that, as a mode of earning bread, it is an

improper trading in affliction. Like most
other occupations, it supplies a pressing want,
in the only way and the best way that is at

present practicable. The better the men who
engage in it, the more efficiently will the

want of the public be supplied ;
and among

the keepers of these licensed houses, there

are most certainly persons of high principle
and noble purpose, who devote themselves to

their charge in the true spirit of men who
labour in their sphere to increase the well-

being of society. The system, however, of

licensing private houses for the care of the

insane, is but an inefficient substitute for that

which alone can ensure a due provision for

their wants. We quote the opinion of the

highest living authority upon these matters,

when we say, &quot;that all persons of unsound
mind should become the care of the state;

and should continue so until recovery.&quot;
And

that every lunatic asylum should be the

property of the state, and be controlled by
public officers.&quot; We quote these suggestions
from Doctor Conolly s work on &quot; The Indica

tions of
Insanity,&quot; published in 1830. Since
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that period, the number of insane persons in

England and Wales has more than doubled,

and^the urgency of suggestion for their proper
cure has increased in the same proportion.

The Acts 8th & 9th Viet. (eap. 100 & 126),

by augmenting the powers and extending the

jurisdiction of the Commissioners of Lunacy,

making a wholesome step towards the full

and efficient superintendence of the State,

have done much good. &quot;Houses&quot; have, to

some extent, been set in order, and their

arrangements and regulations have been com

pelled into accordance wiih the requirements
of visitors, more scrupulous and intelligent

than those to which they had been previously
accustomed. The evils of a bad system have

been mitigated; but the bad system exists.

The complete equipment of a lunatic asylum,
in accordance with the demands of modern

science, requires space and involves outlay
that can only be afforded where the payments
received from a large number of patients
warrant the establishment of the asylum on

an ample scale. Now, at the period which

we have taken for illustration, on New-Year s

Day, 1850, the two thousand six hundred and

seventy-seven patients, for whose care pay
ment was made by their friends, and for

whose reception only private houses were

provided, were distributed in one hundred

and thirty-six of these houses: forty-five of

the number being situated in metropolitan

districts, and ninety-one scattered about the

country. It appears, therefore, that there

was an average of not more than nineteen or

twenty patients in each licensed house. Of
these licensed houses, again, forty-one also

admitted paupers. It requires the co-ope

ration, not of nineteen or twenty, but of at

least a hundred patients to obtain for the

good of each the full accommodation which
the care and cure of lunacy require. It is

only by the establishment of ample and well-

constituted asylums controlled by the State,

that such accommodation can be furnished

to all those by whom it is required.
Towards the close of the last year, it was

stated by the Chairman of our Commissioners
in Lunacy, the lOarl of Shaftesbury, that

&quot;Some private asylums had undoubtedly men
of experience at their head, and he laid an

emphasis on some, because he found the

vast number of private lunatic asylums to be

such, that he should be glad indeed if some

arrangement or other could be made, so that

no such thing as a private asylum was per
mitted in this

country.&quot;

We have endeavoured to show, that without

imputing to a single person engaged in the

care of lunatics throughout the country any
but the most disinterested benevolence and

patient energy assuming that there is not to

be found one instance of culpable mismannge-
ment yet still the provision that exists in

England for the care and cure of the insane

is lamentably insufficient. We need not add
to the account any allowance for incompetence,

neglect, and other evils which must come to

be added in a large number of instances. The

existing system being in itself so obviously

inadequate, we have courage to hope that

before many years are over, we may live to

see &quot;an enlightened and humane system of

treating the Insane adopted throughout the

country.&quot;

THE WONDERS OF MINCING LANE

THERE aic few persons who have not in

the course of their lives swallowed certain

nauseous doses of bark, colocynth, aloes,

or castor-oil ; who have not indulged in the

luxury of otto of rose, or musk ; who have not

had some dealings with the colourman, or the

dyer ;
and yet I feel tolerably certain that

not one-hundredth portion of those same
readers know anything of where such articles

come from, how they arrive here, and through
what channel they are finally distributed. Jt

will not occur to them that those costly drugs,
and dyes, and perfumes arrive in this country
from all parts of the world in huge packages;
that, in fact, ship-loads of them come at a

time; that the bales and cases which contain

them fill enormous piles of warehouses in

three or four of our docks ;
that several

hundred merchants and brokers obtain a

handsome living, many realising fortunes, by
their sale

;
and that some millions sterling are

embarked in the trade.

These things form a little-known world of

their own. They thrive mostly in Mincing
Lane, London. Even the omniscient Times
knows nothing about them. The Thunderer is

powerless within the drug circle. Search its

acres of advertisements, but it will be in vain
;

nothing is to be found there of the dye and drug
sales which are to be held on Thursday next

at Garraway s. Thes3 mysteries are only to be
learnt at the &quot;

Jerusalem,&quot; in Mincing Lane,

London, at the &quot;Baltic,&quot; or from the columns
of the Public Ledger, a daily periodical
devoted to all such matters, and known only
to the initiated. In its columns you will

find a motley list of all the vile materials

of the Pharmacopoeia ;
and in such quantities

as to justify a belief in the existence of some
enormous conspiracy to poison all living
creatures.

Mincing Lane is like no other lane, and

Mincing Lane men are like no other men.

Any Thursday morning, between the hours

of ten and eleven, and at every alternate

doorway, may be observed catalogues of

various drugs and dyes that are to be on sale

at noon, gibbetted against the door-post.

Mincing Lane men will be seen rushing

madly along the pavement, as if a fire had just
broken out, and they were in quest of the

engines, jamming innocent lookers-on against

gateways, and waggon-wheels, and lamp
posts.

It was into one of these obscure passages
that I turned with a companion, groping our
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slow way up a narrow staircase, at the
risk of constant concussions with frantic

Mincing Lane men. We found ourselves in

a broker s office, and thence in his sample-
room. This was a large square apart
ment, with wide counters extending- round
the four sides, and several tables and stands
across the centre. On these lay papers con

taining various odd-looking, unpleasant-smell
ing substances. My attention was chiefly
attracted by a number of rows of pretty-

looking bottles, containing some pale bright
liquid, which several of the &quot;Lane men&quot;

were busily sipping, smacking their lips after

each taste, with uncommon relish. I inquired
if the thin-looking bottles contained Johan-

nesberg or Tokay 1
&quot;

No,&quot; I was answered,
&quot; castor oil !

&quot;

After that, I was prepared to

find the &quot;Lane men&quot; hob-an-nobbingin lauda

num, or nibbling lumps of jalap or aloes.

The time appointed forthe sale approached;
and, leaving the dark brokers office, we did

our best to rea*ch Garraway s, where the

auction of these articles takes place. Scores
of clerks and principals were proceeding
from the Lane towards the same spot.
We hurried along Fenchurch Street, across

Gracechurch Street, and up a part of Lom
bard Street, following close in the rear of a

rather portly broker, who cleared a way for

us in quite an easy off-hand manner, that was

very pleasant to us
;
but not so agreeable to

the six men who were offering toasting-forks
and wash-leather-bags for sale at the corner of

Birchin Lane. I never could account for the

extraordinary demand existing for those two
articles in that neighbourhood; unless it be
that bankers clerks indulge freely in toast-

and-water, and carry their dinners to office

in the leather bags.
Out of Birchin Lane, down one narrow

passage to the left, and round another straight
forward, and there was Garraway s. We
soon lost sight of the pictures in frames for

sale outside, and turned to study the pictures
out of frames inside. In the dark, heavy
looking coffee-room, there were assembler
some of the mightiest City potentates, the

Alexanders, Nimrods, and Caesars of the

drug and dye world. I drew in my breath
as 1 viewed that knot of stout, well-favourec

persons, congregated at the foot of the old-

fashioned staircaise leading to the public
sale room above. I trod those stairs lightly
half in veneration, and laid my hand gently
and respectfully on the banisters that I kne\v

must have been pressed of old by mighty men
of commerce. Down those wide sweeping stairs

many had oftentimes tripped lightly home
wards, after a day of golden labour, laden

with the fruit of the fabled garden : some
times, too, with gloomy brows, and feverish

flushed faces.

What a strange scene presented itself in

the sale-room, when by dint of scuffling anc

squeezing, we managed to force our way in

There could not have been a man left in al

Mincing Lane, to say nothing of Fenchurch
Street. The fog had come up the stairs and
choked up the gas-lights, as effectually as

though all the Lane men had been smoking
ike double Dutchmen. The queer little

Dulpit was shrouded in a yellow haze. The
windows were completely curtained, half

with cobwebs, half with fog. The sale was
about to commence, and the din and war
of words got to be bewildering ;

whilst hun
dreds of pens were plunging madly into

.nvisible inkstands, and scratching imaginary
sentences and figures upon myriads of eata-

&quot;ogues.

Suddenly a cry burst upon my ear so dole

fully and shrilly, that I fancied somebody had
fallen down the old-fashioned staircase. It

vas only the &quot;

house-crier,&quot; proclaiming in a

painful, distracted sort of voice, that the sales

were &quot;

on.&quot; Every man to his place, if he can

find one ! Old musty brokers, of the last cen

tury, with large watch seals, white cravats, and
double chins, grouped together in one dark

orner: youthful brokers, with very new
hats, zephyr ties, and well-trained whiskers,
hovered about the front of the auctioneer s

pulpit: rising brokers, with inky hands, up
turned sleeves of dusty coats, and an infinity
of papers protruding from every pocket, were
in all parts of the room ready to bid for any
thing. Ranged against the walls on either

side were scores of incipient brokers the lads

of the Lane. Hundreds of pens began to

scratch upon catalogues : hundreds of voices

were hushed to a low grumbling whisper. The
first seller (every vendor is an auctioneer at

Garraway s) mounted the tribune, and the

curious work began. My former experience
had shown salesmen to be anxious to make
the most of everything, and strive, and puff,
and coax, and dally, until they felt con
vinced the utmost farthing had been bid; and

then, and not until then, did the &quot;

going,

going,&quot; merge into the
&quot;gone,&quot;

and the

coquetting hammer fell. But those were

evidently old-fashioned, disreputable sales.

They don t stand any nonsense at Garraway s.

There is no time to consider. The biddings

fly about like lightning. Buying and selling
at Garraway s is done like conjuring the

lots are disposed of by hocus-pocus. So rapidly
does the little nubbly hammer fall on the

desk, that one might well imagine himself

near an undertaker s shop with a very lively
business.

I said that the first &quot;seller &quot;was one of

the rising men, with dark bushy whiskers, a

sharp twinkling eye that was everywhere at

once, and a strong piercing voice. He let off his

words in sharp cracks like detonating balls.

By way of starting pleasantly, he flung himself

into an attitude that looked like one of stark

defiance, scowling with his dark eyes on the

assembled buyers, as though they were

plotting together to poison him with his own

drugs. Up went the first lots; a pleasant
assortment of nine hundred cases of castor-
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oil, two hundred chests of rhubarb, and three I pence three farthings per pound. It was
hundred and fifty &quot;serons

&quot; of yellow bark, amusing to see how politely anxious the

The rising broker stormed and raved, as bid
|

broker was to work the figure up to

followed bid, piercing the murmuring din i threepence ;
not that he wanted the extra

with sharp expletives. One, two, three, four I farthing ;
he d rather have flung it all into

the nine hundred cases were disposed of in the sea than have felt such a paltry desire
;

no time by some miraculous process of short- ! but he just wanted to see the thing go
hand-auctioneering known only at Garra- at even money ;

it would look so much
way s. I thought the broker would have better in the Price Current, and would

gone absolutely mad, as the bids went rapidly
on: some slow man of inferior intellect would
have given the buyers time to overbid each

other
;
he seemed to take delight in per

plexing the whole room, and as quickly as a

voice cried out &quot;

Hep !

&quot;

(the bidding inter

jection of Garraway s) so instantaneously fell

the everlasting little hammer ;
and as surely

make the total so much more easy to cast in

the account sales. His winning eloquence
was fruitless ; the unpronounceable drug was
knocked down at two-pence three farthings.
When I expressed my astonishment that men
of such undoubted substance as I saw there,

should condescend to
. haggle, like any

hucksters, at an odd farthing, I was told that

did the seller scowl harder than ever, as much I trifling as the difference appeared by the

as to say,
&quot;

I should just like to catch anybody single pound weight, the aggregate of the extra

else in time for that lot.&quot; In this fashion
|

farthing upon the quantity offered for sale

above three hundred lots were sold in less that day, would amount to some thousands of

time than many people in the last century
would have taken to count them up.
The

&quot;rising&quot;
broker was followed by one

of the old school, a pleasant-looking, easy

going man, the very reverse of his prede
cessor. He consumed as much time in wiping
and adjusting his spectacles, as had sufficed

just before to knock down a score of lots.

He couldn t find a pen that didn t splutter,

pounds sterling ;
and that, at certain seasons,

some paltry odd farthing had realised or lost

fortunes. There were a few more unintelligible

things Mincing Lane jargon that required

interpretation. What &quot; overtakers
&quot;

could

mean, I was at a loss to know
;
but I learnt

that they were certain extra packages re

quired to re-pack goods, after they had been

opened out in the dock warehouses. One
and he couldn t make his catalogue lie flat on

| smart-looking seller astonished me by putting
the desk; and at last the impatience of the

&quot;rising&quot; men, and the Lane lads Young
Mincing Lane was manifested by a sharp

rapping of boot-heels on the floor, which soon
swelled to a storm. The quiet broker was
not to be hurried

;
he looked mildly arouncl

over his glasses, and rebuked rebellion with

&quot;Boys, boys! no nonsense.&quot; The bids went

smoothly along ; potent drugs, rich dyes, and

costly spices fell before the calculating ham-

bland seller gazed inquiringly, *and I almost
fancied imploringly, to the bidder, lest he
had made a mistake, and might wish to re-,

tract his rash &quot;

Hep !

&quot;

The broker who followed, dealt largely in

flowing language, as well as drugs and dyes.
He assured the company present and looked

up what he termed a lot of
&quot;good handy

sweeps!&quot; not climbing-boys, but the sweep
ings of the warehouses.

When the day s work was over
; when the

last lot of
&quot;sweeps&quot;

was disposed of, and

buyers and sellers, Lane men and Lane lads,

once more mingled in Babel discord
; the

dense green fog in the narrow alley peeped in

at the sooty windows; the hazy gas-light over
the pulpit winked at the murky fog through

mer; but, each time, ere it descended, the the glass, flickered, struggled, waned, and
went out

; we turned towards the old stair

case, slowly merging into the general crowd,
and I again heard the names of strange che

micals, and gums, and substances, spoken of
in kindly sympathising brotherhood. Cream
of tartar had, no doubt, felt rather poorly a
short time since, for it was said to be &quot;deci-

very hard at me, as though I was perfectly dedly improving.&quot; Opium must have been in

aware of the fact, and was ready to back
j

an undecided and vacillating mood during a
him that he intended to give all his lots long period, as I heard it reported to be
onm-ir* Vi Q lima f\f\i~arminnrl trv rrnt t^A r\-f -fl-i^rvi tC oVi nuri i- rv o Kffl^ v-. &amp;gt;^ /-n-, -* *4- 1^4-&quot; O ,..-,,

away; he was determined to get rid of them,
and he really would not allow his friends to

leave the room without distributing his goods
among them. Considering his liberal spirit,

I thought his friends evinced very little thank

fulness ;
for the lots moved as slowly as presents

could be supposed to do. There was one

nice little parcel about twenty cases of

aloes that he was determined on giving

away to a very musty old dealer, who, how
ever, shook his ancient head, and declined the

bitter bargain.
There were a few score tons of some

mysterious article, with an unintelligible

name, that hung somewhat heavily at two-

showing a little firmness at last.&quot; Scam-

mony was said to be
&quot;drooping;&quot;

and as for

castor-oil, there was not the slightest hope of
its

&quot;

recovering.&quot; It was curious to hear those
articles destined for the cure of human
maladies, or ease of human sufferings, thus

intimately linked in their own capacities with

worldly ailings and earthly infirmities. I

almost expected to hear that some of the

dyes had got the measles, or that hooping-
cough had made its appearance in the younger
branches of the drug family.
A better estimate of the actual amount of

potent medicine which the human family,
somehow or other, contrives to imbibe, can
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scarcely be arrived at than by an attendance

or two at these sales. Twice in every month
on each alternate Thursday whole fleet-

loads of deadly narcotics, drastic aperients,
and nauseous tonics and febrifuge, are dis

posed of as sheer matter of course. At each

of these auctions, as much castor-oil is sold

as would suffice to float a first-rate frigate.
In the course of about three hours, whaj
with drugs, dyes, and perfumery, fully fifty

thousand pounds worth of property is dis

posed of, and that, too, of articles which

the world at large hav?e no conception of,

save as distributed by chemists and others in

twopenny packets or sixpenny phials. Vast,

indeed, must be the amount of mortal suffer

ing and affluent luxury that can thus absorb,
week by week, these gigantic cargoes of physic
and fragrance. From east and west the

freighted ships arrive. Every nook and

corner, every mountain and desert place, is

scoured for contributions to our Pharmaco

poeia, Let any new disease make its appear
ance among us, and immediately the busy
hand of science is at work,* and in some remote

corner of this wondrous world, some root, or

seed, or oozing gum, is found to battle with

the newly-found enemy. Cost is of little

moment, so that the remedy be efficacious.

It was not very many months since &quot;Koussa,&quot;

a new and valuable vegetable medicine from

Abyssinia, was introduced ;
it was immedi

ately bought up at a guinea an ounce, and

that price drew such abundant supplies to

this country, that the same article is now

selling at two shillings the ounce.

It may be truly observed that every nation

under the sun is busily occupied in collectin

products for our dispensaries and hospitals.

In China, Tartary, Egypt, America, in the

most southern isle of the South Pacific, on

the loftiest peak of the mighty Andes, in the

hottest deserts of Arabia or Africa, in the

most pestilential bunds of India, men are

toiling for the inmates of the sick-room, to aid

that high and holy art whose noble aim is to

win our bodies froi.i the penalty of pain.

AMONG THE MOORS.

ARRIVED in Cadiz in 1847, after a ramble

through Spain, we felt an irresistible desi

to take a peep t:t Morocco. We strongly
desired to see what Mauritania s children

were like
;
whether they had black or cop.

per-coloured faces ; whether tney wore tur

bans or caps, sandals or hose, mantles 01

jerkins; whether they resembled our play

going recollections of Othello. Exactly a

ten o clock one night late in October, thif

desire pressed so strongly upon us that w
ducided that existence could not be tolerate&amp;lt;

an hour longer without an instant departur
for Moroeco.^The beautiful blue Mediterranean

was scarcely rippled by a wave ; the moot

shed a glorious light over its glassy surface

while its bed seemed formed of the myriads,

f stars which the deep still waters reflected.

V lazy felucca lay motionless on the shore
;

nd, in her, a lazy boatman was stretched

.t full length. We questioned him as to

he practicability of our instant embarcation

or Morocco. He turned up his head, eyed
us inquisitively, as if to satisfy himself how
nad we were, told us to &quot;Go with God,&quot;

oiled himself up and disposed his limbs

n that posture of utter uncompromising
dleness, of which only the limbs of Spanish
&amp;gt;oatmen and Italian lazzaroni are capable.
The master of a sailing-vessel had, however,
more confidence in our sanity and in his own

arque, and we struck a bargain with him.

The terms of this treaty were strictly ful-

illed
; for, aided by a light fresh breeze, which

sprung up soon after we had embarked, we
dashed into the pretty bay of Tangiers early on

:he following morning. Our colours were soon

loisted ; and, in obedience to conventional

aws, a messenger was despatched to ask

permission for us to land. Meanwhile, we

ay there at anchor under a heavy fire of

telescopes. Although sailing under the

Spanish flag, our English faces were soon

recognised, and the British consul politely
came out in a small boat to receive and to

conduct us on shore. Landing in these parts
is a sort of national amusement, in which
lookers-on take especial delight. It is a

practical joke,, performed by a party of Moors,
who play with every gentleman who desires

to land, a game of pickaback through the

shallow water of the shore. Ladies are

carried, more solemnly, in chairs upon a

pair of swarthy Moslem shoulders. The
Moors are a handsome race of men ;

not

nearly so black as the Othello of the stage, not

generally tall, but the turban and Mack add

greatly to their apparent height. They
also make the most of themselves by an

upright and dignified carriage. Their black

eyes are full of fire and intelligence. Their

bronze complexions and long swarthy beards

Contrast strongly with their snow-white
costume.

The circumstance of arriving on a Sunday
was favourable to our first impression of a

Moorish town. English, French, Spanish,
and American flags were gaily floating from

various buildings, with the colours of all

nations who are civilised enough to afford a

Tangerene consulate. The natives did their

part to make the appearance of things cheerful ;

for it happened to be market-day, and the

market-place presented a busy and sparkling

picture. Moors gravely discussing matters of

commerce, and totally indifferent to the ap

pearance of foreigners: Arabs displaying their

rich merchandise to the best advantage: Jews

scrutinising some curious relique on which

they were asked to lend money, (the rate of

interest paid for cash so advanced is three

pence per month on the dollar) : women
sheeted up in their hiacks, with only one eye

visible, hurrying through the crowd, neither
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looking to the right nor to the left, fearful of en

countering with their one eye the rude glance
of man : laden camels instinctively bending to

be disburdened of their load of fruit, grain,
or other load : bands of wild-looking negroes,
with scarcely any covering, hooting in tones

most dissonant to civilised ears. To all these

discords was added a constant din of Moorish

music, which appeared to give ecstatic delight
to the negroes, whose wild gestures were
marvellous to behold.

Our attention was, bv this time, attracted to

the houses which, from their peculiar construc

tion, offer a complete contrast to anything

European; the rooms are built so as to form
a square court, which is open to the sky; the

exquisite climate precluding the necessity
of using their painted oil-skin canopy except
as a protection against the heavy rains by
which they are occasionally visited. This
court is covered with a carpet or matting,

according to the season
;
and in the centre

tl.ere is a fountain, which, continually playing,

produces a delicious freshness; the windows,
instead of looking on to the streets, open
generally into, and receive light and air from,
this court. By this arrangement the sun is en

tirely excluded, and the houses are frequently
found cooler and more comfortable, notwith

standing the heat of the climate, than Euro

pean dwellings. The roofs are quite flat, and
form terraces, on which people walk in the

evening, or whenever the sun is sufficiently

temperate. Looking down from this prome
nade, the town has a singular appearance ;

the

minarets of the mosques alone standing out in

relief from the flat, low, white roofs, give it the

appearance of a large churchyard; and this

impression is somewhat strengthened by the

repeated call to prayer from the mosques.
It begins at daybreak, and is continued at

intervals all day; the Moslem priest ad

dressing himself alternately to the four winds.
A considerable part of the population of

most Moorish towns is Jewish, and they
form (it need scarcely be said) a separate
and distinct class, being wholly different

in habits, manners, and dress from the Ma
hometans. The male costume is prescribed
by law; it consists of a tunic or gaberdine
of dark-blue cloth, fitting close to the throat,
and descending to the ankles, slashed at the

sides, and trimmed with braid; a row
of small buttons are ranged down the front,
and the slashed sleeves are ornamented to

correspond ; there is an under vest of white
cotton buttoned to the throat, which one
sees by the upper p:irt of the blue dress being
left open ;

the white sleeves are also seen
under the open sleeves of cloth

; the waist is

encircled by a handsome Moorish scarf, of

satin, with stripes of all the brightest colours
worked in with gold thread; yellow slippers,
and a little black cloth cap, resembling that

worn by the modern Greeks, complete the
Jewish dress, worn throughout Morroco. It

is a classic costume
;
the sombre tint of the

tunic contrasting not unpleasingly with the

white Moorish dresses on which the eye is

constantly dwelling.
It is said that many of the frail daughters

of Israel offending against their own strict

laws become followers of the Prophet, to

avoid celibacy, which is the penalty of indis

cretion inflicted on Jewish maidens
;
but one

never hears this charge of heresy brought
against the men, who, having no indulgence
to crave from Mahometanism, are proverbial
for a scrupulous observance of their religious
feasts and fasts.

We had not remained long in the city
before I was afforded the rare privilege of

being present at a Jewish wedding. The
solemnisation of the marriage rite is pre
ceded by seven days feasting and rejoicing
at the house of the betrothed Open house is

indeed kept, where the friends and relations

of the affianced couple meet every day to eat,

drink, and be merry. The guests usually as

semble before noon. On my arrival at twelve

o clock the rooms were already filled with

visitors. I was conducted first to a chamber
where the bride, prettily attired and veiled,

was seated on a bed to be looked at
; Moorish

modesty forbidding that she should take any
other part in the merry-making than that of

silently looking on. Passing through the ad

joining room where cakes, wine, and fruit of

every description were spread in abundance
I was ushered into the presence of the family

group and their large circle of friends, all of the

gentler sex; male visitors being rigidly pro
hibited. I have rarely seen anything more

classically beautiful than the faces of those

Jewish women. One more beautiful and

pensive-looking than the rest appeared to take
a prominent part in the affair. She was

magnificently dressed in amber-coloured and
crimson silk damask embroidered with gold,
white silk with satin stripes ; spangles ; a

jacket of pale blue velvet embroidered with

gold and trimmed with gold buttons; sleeves

of white gauze, curiously pinned together
behind the back, leaving the arms exposed,
the rounded form of which was set off by
costly bracelets, in keeping with a profusion
of jewellery in the shape of brooches, ear

rings, and necklace. A handkerchief was tied

over the head, and red slippers embroidered
in silver completed the dress.

Dancing appeared to form the chief enter

tainment, and was kept up with great spirit
to the discordant sounds of sundry tom
toms and a fiddle. The want of harmony
was, however, amply compensated by the sin

gularity of their national dances. They are

intended to represent the human passions.

They were generally performed singly, though
sometimes two persons stood up together,
each holding a gay-coloured handkerchief

coquettish ly over the head. They seldom
moved from one spot, and their movements
were nearly all with the body ; not with the

legs. Their figures were entirely unconfined
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by stays. The Terpsichorean part of the re

joicing terminated about six o clock, and a

sumptuous banquet followed, of which about

thirty of the guests partook. The table was
decorated with massive candelabra, and a

costly service of plate, which is generally an
heir-loom in the families of these rich Jewish
merchants.

As a looker-on, I was not asked to join in

the feast; but I am not unacquainted with
the mysteries of the Jewish cuisine, and can

pronounce them capable of satisfying even

Epicurean tastes. We had already seen some
portion of the viands which now smoked upon
the board

; for, according to the ancient

Jewish custom, the animal part of their food

undergoes a process of sprinkling with salt

and water; and during this operation it is

placed in the open court, and is, therefore,
seen by all who may enter the house

; indeed,
the first thing which attracted our attention

on arriving, was the goodly array of some two
or three dozen head of poultry arranged in

rows upon a wooden machine, resembling a

common garden flower-stand, where they were

put to drain out every drop of blood. The
betrothed had, like myself, nothing to eat,

being condemned to remain daily on her

show-bed, until the departure of the guests.
I felt curious to know at what time a

Moorish bride eats and drinks during the

eight days of purgatory to which she is sub

ject, for at whatever hour you enter you find

her always in the same position. On the eve
of the eighth day she is exhibited until an

unusually late hour, in consequence of the

customary display of her marriage gifts, all

of which are spread out upon the bed where
she is sitting, to be curiously examined by
the visitors. Amongst the gaudy display of
silk and gauze dresses, scarfs, &c. for the

Jews are remarkable for their love of gay
colours may be seen the long glossy tresses,
of which the intended bride is, according to

the Jewish custom, always despoiled before

marriage ; being, as wives, strictly forbidden
to wear their own hair. They feel no regret at

losing what is said to be a &quot; woman s
glory,&quot;

as

it is certainly one of her greatest ornaments.
On the morning of the eighth day, the

friends and relations who are to be pre
sent at the ceremony, arrive as early as seven
o clock, to assist the bride in the last duties

of her toilet
; which are somewhat onerous,

for a Moorish woman indulges freely in the
use of rouge, white lead, and powder. Her

eyebrows and eyelashes are darkened, the tips
of her fingers are painted pink, and her nails

are dyed with henna. These operations over,

scarf, head-dress and veil, are put on by the

woman of the highest rank present. The
bridal head-dress is formed of paste-board
worked over with silk, and profusely orna

mented with jewels: it is very high, and
resembles in shape the papal crown. The
toilet fairly achieved, the damsel is conducted

to the principal apartment, and placed in an

arm-chair, raised on a kind of dais about
three feet from the floor; a bride s-woman
.standing on each side, holding in her right
hand a long wax candle, such as-, those seen
on the altars in Catholic churches. There
are no bride s-maids

;
their office being always

performed by married women: virgin eyes
not being allowed to gaze on a marriage
feast. The important moment was now at

hand, the moment which was to decide the

happiness or misery of the fair timid child,

whose youth and beauty it seemed a sin to

sacrifice. She was only thirteen years of age.
In proportion as the preceding seven days

had been joyous the eighth appeared solemn.
The scene seemed to awaken sad memories in

the minds of some of those present. In the,ex-

pression of one woman I fancied I could read
a mother s grief for her dishonoured child

;

in another, imagination conjured up a wife

weeping over her childless state, and in the

latter I was not mistaken, for I was after

wards informed that the beautiful, pensive-

looking woman whose dress we admired, had

just been divorced from her husband, having
been wedded two years without presenting
him with a representative of his name. This
alone was ground for divorce.

All eyes were now turned towards the door ;

the betrothed peered through her veil, as

anxious to behold the ceremony as we were,
and, as eight o clock struck, the Rabbi entered,
followed by the bridegroom. Taking his

place in front of the bride s chair, the bride

groom standing on his right, and the guests in

a circle round him, the guest read aloud from
the Hebraic ritual the moral and social duties
to be observed by the man and wife. The
greater part of the service is chanted all

present lending their voices. A massive

gold ring, of a strange form, was given, to be
worn on the forefinger of the right hand. The
service ended, the bride was carried in her
chair of state to the chamber where she had
been exhibited during the preceding week,
and, halting on the threshold, a piece of sugar
was given to her by the Rabbi, who, taking a

full glass of water, at the same time broke the

glass over her head. The sugar is typical of
the sweets of Hymen ; the water of its purity ;

and the broken glass of the irrevocable

character of the ceremony. The bride was
then placed again upon 4he bed, and her
mother took her place beside her, as if to

guard the precious treasure until called upon
to resign her to her husband.
The ceremony of the sugar and broken glass

only appertains to Jewish weddings. The

cutting off the betrothed s hair is also peculiar
to them

; bnt many of the Moorish and
ancient Jewish rites have become identical.

The eight days feasting and the exclusion of

male visitors are alike common to both. A
pair of female s slippers placed on the thresh

old of the door, is a sign that no male visitor

above the age of twelve may cross it. The
abuse of this privilege amongst the women is
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a favourite bit of Moslem scandal. The cos

tume of the Moorish and Jewish bride is also

the same, except that women of the Shreefian

family, or those descended from the Prophet,

wear green. In rich families, the wedding is

always followed by horse-races and fireworks.

The women look on closely veiled, or, more

correctly, sheeted. The bride is carried

through the streets in procession, to the

sound of music, in a sort of Punch-theatre,

placed on the back of a horse. If the proces
sion pass a mosque, all the persons composing
it are obliged to take off their shoes and

walk barefooted. Lastly, the Moorish bride

on arriving at her husband s house, is lifted

over the threshold of the door, lest she should

stumble while entering, which would be a

fearful omen.

CHIPS.

CHANGE FOR A SOVEREIGN.

IT is quite time, when gold is pouring in

upon us from South America and Austral

asia, for all men to begin to put their hands

into their pockets, and think over the matter

of gold supply with the keen relish that is

lent by private personal concern. The whole

subject must take a prominent place during
the next year or two among the social problems
of the day.

I have, Mrs. Easiday declares, a settled

income ; let me draw my dividends in peace,
and don t tease me with troublesome calcula

tions. Certainly, Mrs. Easiday ; but what if

there should come a day when, having drawn

your dividends, you find your house-rent,

wages, fish, flesh, and fowl all raised to what

you think a famine price ;
while your work

ing-men tell you calmly that the sovereign has

changed its value ?

Ah ! Mr. Credit mutters, poor old wroman,
she is to, be pitied. It will be hard for the

fundholders; but, if the alteration in the

value of the sovereign is to chop the National

Debt into halves, and throw one half of it

away, why, I say, never mind a little tempo
rary inconvenience. But, Mr. Credit, you are

such a respectable man and owe nobody more
than a week s account, while my Lord Eyrope,
my Lady Stilt, and many more good customers
of yours, are in your debt, take them together,
for a good round sum Would you like to

have each pound of it paid with a half

sovereign 1

Will it be desirable, in fact, to maintain

strict adherence to the current definition of a

piece of money, after the main part of the

definition has been falsified ? Will it be be-

sirable to do this for the sake of giving in

direct, unearned advantage to all debtors at

the expense of all creditors, national or private

and, is the English nation likely to think thai

it will be desirable, because Great Britain is

a debtor on the largest scale ? Plainly, i

will be necessary, if men would be honest

-hat, whenever the increased supply of gold
Begins to tell upon the currency, the states of

Europe should find some method of adapting
altered symbols to unaltered truths. The

obligations entered upon ledgers are so many
facts; and . s. d. are symbols representing
them. If the symbols fall into confusion, they
must be restored to order; we must not
confuse the facts also, to bring about a state of

harmony. If a man has his portrait painted,
to be hung up in his dining-room, and a

malicious mouse bites through the canvas and

destroys an eye, the gentleman would not be
wise in causing one of his own eyes to be put
out in order that the painting might not
cease to be a likeness. Let us adapt our
forms and methods to our duties in the world,
and not accommodate our duties to our forms.

But who knows that the sovereign, which

represents to-day one amount of assistance

furnished in return for help received, will re

present, after some time, a very much decreased

amount of temporal advantage ? Let us calcu

late. At the beginning of the present century,

Europe, America, and every portion of Africa

and Asia with which we have regular com
munication, taken together, could not produce
more than about a cubic yard of gold. Most
of the old gold-producing countries continue

to go on at the old rate. Change began in

Siberia. In the year 1830, Siberia, with

which we include the chain of the Ural

Mountains, began to yield more than the

average amount of gold ;&quot;

new fields of wealth

have been discovered, and Russia now releases

yearly from the earth, and supplies to the

use of man, more gold than was obtained in

a year by the whole civilised world, at the

commencement of the present century.
To this increase there next came to be

added the discovery of gold in California, in

the year 1848. During the year just passed,

gold has been taken from the soil of California,
to the value of about one million eight hun
dred thousand pounds ;

and that equals a

thirtieth part of all the gold that had been

got from the whole soil of America, between
its discovery by Columbus in 1492, and the

year of Californian gold-finding, 1848.

All this increase, however, in the quan
tity of gold put into circulation in the world,
had scarcely touched the value of gold coin

age. Gold is an article of merchandise, as much
as silk or oil, and it as certainly must fall

in price when the supply of it grows faster

than the demand. Increase of population, by
\\hich nations double themselves at no very
distant intervals of time, must form always
an important element in calculations about
social progress. Increase of population has

produced an increased number of palms
itching for g$ld, and the vast increase of

commerce and peaceful enterprise during the

last twenty years, by which the symbol-

money has been scattered more than hereto

fore about the world, have easily absorbed
the yearly fresh supplies of gold. Had large
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yearly additions to the entire stock of the

metal not been made, gold would have

become ere this as precious as the ruby.
When more people come to sit down at the

table for a wholesome game at speculation,
Mother Earth, the hostess, has to bring out

for their use more counters.

Let us have gold in round counters and silver

fish. Our hostess has provided liberally gold
and silver; but in such proportion that we find

it suitable to calculate that twenty fishes shall

be represented by a single counter. Then if, as

more people sit down to play, it suits the fancy
of the hostess to supply round counters by the

handful, instead of by the dozen, without pro

portionate increase in the supply of fishes, it

will become necessary for the players to

reduce the value of the gold counter to fifteen

silver fishes, or ten. So in our game of

commerce, if the gold continues to pour in

with disproportionate rapidity, a piece of it

will come to represent the value of a smaller

quantity of silver than it now is worth.

It is a pure matter of commerce. Gold
and silver might be silk and calico. Each
bale of a certain kind of silk might be

worth, say in the year 1800, twenty bales

of a certain kind of calico. The law, adopt

ing silk and calico as money, might, in the

year 1800, fix their relative value accord

ing to the estimate then true. After some

years increased facilities of silk-manufacture

might cause the same silk to be produced in

larger quantity at little cost, calico* remaining

stationary in its value. So long as people
remained eager to exchange calico for silk at

the old rate, the silk-producers would of

course have no objection. This could not last

for many years: rapid supply and competi
tion would cause silk to fall in value with

regard to calico and other articles of com
merce. At the same time it must fall also as

a representative of wealth as money. So it

is with gold. A piece of gold, or a piece of

silver, when coined, must very nearly repre
sent in value as crude metal the price of that

for which we pay. They may pass current, per

haps, by common consent in one community
with a fictitious value; but they never could

pass out of that community; they never could

be, used in foreign trade. The merchant

from abroad has to take home not bags of

make-believe, but actual equivalents for what
he brings, available for instant use all the

world over. Gold and silver would be of no

use as money if they did not put real value

into small compass, and put wealth into a

convenient, portable, and sufficiently imperish
able form. The chief use of a mint stamp is,

that it guarantees upon the faith of a nation

a certain known degree of purity in each

piece of the metal; while by the manufac

ture of variety of coins, the Mint is only
anxious to cut up its metal into pieces of con

venient size.

So long, then, as the demand for gold con

tinues undiminished in the world, the price of

it will continue undepressed. Besides increase

in commerce, and in population, it is said that

of late years, masses of treasure have been
hoarded by certain potentates, and that this

gold, like all hoarded property, passing out of

circulation, and being in effect destroyed so

long as it continues thus locked up, another

fact helps to account for the continuance of

gold at its old value, in spite of the Californian

and Australian supplies ; but how long can

this value be maintained?

PRESERVATION IN DESTRUCTION.

THE reader may chance to recollect that

a few weeks ago we were rambling together

through the ruins of Pompeii, with its

silent and grass-grown streets, like those

of an English country town returning one
member. A few words on the subject of the

Museo Borbonico seem to follow as a natural

supplement to a morning spent amongst those

venerable remains. In this Museum are pre
served all the objects of antiquity that have

been turned up in the course of the excava

tions : and without a visit to its treasures, it

would be all but impossible to form a correct

idea of a Roman town.

The stranger who emerges from his hotel,
as I did, on a fine January morning, and
turns his steps in the direction of the Museum,
will find in the streets many new and curious

things to arrest his attention. First and
foremost must be enumerated the beggars, a

class ofi society sufficiently powerful to form
an absolute Institution at Naples. Before
he has reached a distance of ten yards from
his hotel, the foreigner, but especially the

Briton, is watched, pursued, and captured.
A blind beggar in the distance catches sight
of him, while an individual, possibly with no

legs, comes up behind with the velocity of a
hawk sweeping to his prey. He finds him
self surrounded by flower-girls who thrust

nosegays into his indignant button-holes; one
succeeds in getting a full-blown rose into his

waistcoat-pocket. The cheerful circle is soon

joined by a poor wretch whose face appears
to have been eaten away in bits

;
the boy

who accompanies him is delivering an ani

mated speech on the face of the poor creature.

Like a snow-ball, he gathers as he goes on.

If he gets rid of his tormentors by distributing

grani all round, the charitable feeling which
dictated the gift is to be admired, but the

prudence of the donor must be questioned ;

henceforth he is a marked man. The fat

Inglese, with blue coat and brass buttons, is

a charitable man. Good! the Inglese must
not be surprised, on opening his window of a

morning, to perceive a crowd of ragged fellows

outside, waiting to testify their gratitude.

They will follow him for half-a-mile, sooner

than that he should think them oblivious of

past favours; they will dodge him into

sequestered alleys, and burst upon him round
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unexpected angles of wall. The poor victim

almost envies the lot of the political martyrs,
who taste in their dungeons that solitude

which he sighs for in vain; and he registers

a tremendous vow against promiscuous

charity, which will re-act, on his return, with

terrible force, against the street-sweepers and

organ-grinders of our sea-girt isle.

&quot;As he passes along the Strada della Chiaja,

the stranger will most likelv not be struck

with awe at the appearance of that street.

He will object that it is narrow and without

a foot-pavement, so that to avoid the throng
of vehicles he has continually to flatten

himself up against walls, and to burst, in an

undignified manner, into shops.

Perhaps his attention will be riveted, as

mine was, by a party of wretches coming
towards him, dressed, some in red, some in

yellow jackets, and closely chained together,
while sentinels with loaded muskets accom

pany them on either side. They are convicts ;

those distinguished by the red dress are mur
derers. I believe that under this humane

government, executions for murder seldom, if

ever, take place the penalty of death being
reserved for criminals of a deeper dye; such

as partisans of a constitutional monarchy,
patriots, and malefactors of that class. Here

in no Chamber of Horrors, but in the

broad light of day not in the similitude

of wax, but in all lae horrid reality of flesh

and blood are to be seen the Thurtells, the

Courvoisiers, the Burkes, the Rushes, the

Mannings, of Naples ! What a study for the

physiognomist from the decrepit wretch of

fourscore, to the younger ruffian of twenty,

glaring from under his shaggy brows ! one

positively breathes more fieely when they are

out of sight. In my younger and more

thoughtless days, I have been less moved at

seeing life taken away by the gleaming axe,
or the dismal fall of the drop, than I have
been at witnessing it prolonged at such a

price unblessed, uncheered by friendship,
and unsolaced by hope.

Happily there are other and less gloomy
objects to arrest attention, as one turns up the

Toledo, the principal street of the city

narrow, dirty, and trottoirless (may I coin this

word?) though it be. A magnificently gilt

sedan-chair, like a small Lord Mayor s coach,
is borne along gingerly by two men. Who
in the world can have chosen such a mode
of conveyance 1 It is a woman, as richly
decorated as the vehicle which contains her.

and bearing a new-born infant in her arms
She is a nurse carrying her little charge
to be christened. The soldiers in red coats,
who might be taken for a party of British

troops, if they only looked a little more
uncomfortable and piflched-up in their clothes,

form a portion of the Swiss Guards the

best paid, the best fed, and the most

martial-looking division of the Neapolitan

ariiiy. Every year, from the mountains ot

Berne, the plains of Vaud, and the fastnesses

of Uri and Appenzel, crowds of volunteers
are attracted to the standard of his most

religious and gracious Majesty. Three hun
dred of them came in the steamer with us from

Leghorn ;
and a pretty noise they made

during the night, what with singing the

Ranz des Vaches, and dancing the national

dances over our heads.

- The noise dinned into the ears by the
shouts of the open-air tradespeople and the

clattering of vehicles, and the clang of

harness, would pass the comprehension of

any one but a resident within sound of Bow
bells. I believe that a large portion of the

inhabitants of Naples actually live in vehicles

of various kinds ;
so great is the passion for

driving about, and for driving at a rate which

must, I think, form a serious item in the

calculations of a Neapolitan Life Assurance

Company, supposing such a blessing to

exist.

I can scarcely hear myself speak. Stop!
An additional bustle behind, and a subdued

murmur, indicates the approach of the King,
out, on one of his morning drives the ex

cellent King Bomba, whom we have read of
in Gladstone, and in the Times.

See how he whisks past in his mail-phaeton,

driving a pair of blood-horses, which 1 should

say were of English breed. On either side of

him ride his aides-de-camp young men of

noble family conspicuous by their blue uni

forms and cocked iats. As far as one can

judge of the King himself, in his sitting pos
ture, he appears to be a man above the

average height, and with something more
than an inclination to corpulency. His coun
tenance is of that swartly hue 1 common to the

inhabitants of a warm clime; and, if it be not

blasphemous to speak in such light terms of
an anointed monarch, I should say that his

nose was of the order &quot;

snub.&quot; Do not those
features bear the impress of weakness, rather

than cruelty] They convey to my mind
the idea of a Louis the Thirteenth, rather

than of a Harry the Eighth. Never mind
;

be he good, bad, or indifferent, one has
seen a KING; and that consideration is

generally sufficient to cheer the spirits of a
Briton.

Like many other edifices, the destination of
the Museum to which I have at length
arrived has undergone various changes. It

has been by turns a Riding School, an Uni

versity, the seat of the Law Courts, a

Barrack, and again an University. At length
when the conclusion of the late war and the

expulsion of the Murat family had enabled
the Bourbons to preserve something like an

equilibrium on their unsteady throne, the

first Ferdinand by a decree converted it to

its present purpose. Uniting, under one roof,

the various antiquities and pointings scattered

over the different royal residences, and pro

viding fur the reception of such objects as the

future excavations at Pompeii and elsewhere

might bring to light, he has laid the foundation
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of a Museum as rich and interesting as any
in the known world.

As one stands in the vestibule or entrance-

hall, the first room to the right contains the

paintings found in Pompeii and Herculaneum.
At the first coup d adl it is not unfrequently
the case that the visitor looks disappointed :

these work of art do not come up to the

expectations that he had formed of them.

He recognises the superiority of ancient over

modern sculpture. A cast from the &quot;Laocoon,&quot;

or &quot; The Dancing Faun,&quot; or &quot;

Mercury in

repose,&quot;
strikes even his uncritical eye with

admiration. He requires no artist to be at

hand to point out their beauties. The case is

not the same with these paintings. One is apt
to imagine that in perspective, in delicacy of

touch, in the composition of the principal

figuies, and in many other points, they are

vastly inferior to the works of Trafalgar

Square. At least, I can only whisper (for such

an heretical opinion could never be conveyed
in any other tone) that I am almost of that

way of thinking.
There are one or two paintings here, however,

which may excite curiosity, even though they
do not awaken admiration. Such is the pic
ture of a parrot in harness, drawing a chariot

and driven by a grasshopper. This is sup

posed to be a caricature of the Emperor
Nero, guided by his preceptor, the philo

sopher Seneca. The spirit of caricature is

still further illustrated in a painting of

^Eneas, Anchises, and Ascanius, who are re

presented with the heads of dogs. These
heads have a certain air of intelligence and

waggery about them, which would not do
discredit to some of the French artists of the

present day. Not far off is a copy an ancient

copy, be it understood of one of the most cele

brated works of olden times. It represents the

death of Iphigenia, sacrificed by her father as

your schoo! recollections may inform you to

appease the gods, and enable the Greek fleet

to leave Aulis, where they were detained by
contrary winds. The figures have all the

stiffness peculiar to our own Pre-Raphaelite
school

;
but Agamemnon, the father, is con

ceived in a happy spirit. We are not suffered

to see his face, which he is represented as

covering with his cloak, so that the ex

pression which it must wear at such a moment
is left to the imagination. It is interesting
to be told by an ancient writer with regard
to this very picture, that the painter having
tried successively the various shades of grief,

agony, and despair, which he was capable of

giving to the features, at length hit upon this

happy expedient of veiling them altogether,
which appears to me to add tenfold to the

force and effectiveness of the scene. Not far

off is a work of a very different class. The
scene represented is the interior of a school,

and. the moment selected is that when a

truant schoolboy is undergoing the punish
ment of being &quot;horsed.&quot; Although it was

painted, like the others, several thousand

years ago, you .might fancy you saw before

you the inside of Laburnum House Academy,
Peckham. Hoisted upon the back of one of his

comrades, in precisely the same manner as I

believe the time-honoured custom still obtains

among the moderns, the offender is subjected
to the strokes of the birch. The personage
officiating appears not to be the schoolmaster

and herein I think I notice an improvement
on the plan adopted at some of our public
schools but some other functionary, the foot

man, most probably, or the porter. As for

the schoolmaster himself, he is amongst his

scholars at the other end of the room, &quot;im

proving the occasion,&quot; and calling their

attention to the results of idleness. They,
poor little creatures, seem to be sitting for

the most part with their eyes fixe&quot;d on the

ground, as if not daring to contemplate the

dreadful little drama.
A row of thirteen small pictures, executed

with the delicacy of miniatures, forms the cele

brated series,
&quot; The Dancing Girls of Pompeii.&quot;

Striking the lyre, clashing the cymbals, in

every attitude of graceful elegance and

abandon, it must be confessed that these

figures, when closely examined, convey a high
idea of the art of painting as practised by the

ancients. You perceive in these young ladies

no resemblance to our modern ballet-girls.
So far from being arrayed in the short muslin
dress and closely-fitting tights which draw
down our applause at the Opera, they are en

veloped in a vast amount of loose drapery,
which, though it adds to the grace of the out
line in the pictures, must have sadly encum
bered their movements in the dance. The fact

is that the Terpsichorean art neither stood in

the same position nor was practised in the
same manner among the Romans as among
ourselves. There were war dances, and na
tional dances, and what may seem strange
to every one but a classical scholar or a
&quot;

Jumper&quot; religious dances; whatever kinds
of dancing took place independently of these,
and for the amusement of an audience, were

usually carried on at the entertainments of
the great.
But if we were really together in the Mu

seum, and were to stand chatting at this rate

before each picture, we should never get on.

The question is, where to look, and in what
direction to go 1 Here are subjects of almost

every kind to engage our attention
; subjects

of what may be termed &quot;

High Art,&quot; taken
from the Iliad the Trojan horse, the last

interview of Achilles and Briseis (by-the-bye,
what a beautiful head that is of Briseis ! it

reminds one of the face of one of Etty s

nymphs) ; subjects selected from mythology,
and bringing before us our old and valued
friends the gods and goddesses Bacchus ana

Silenus, Hylas carried off by the Nymphs,
Medea meditating the murder of her children.

Then there are. subjects drawn from domestic

life, of, the Wilkie and Mulready school the

Toilet of a Young Girl ;
a Family Concert; a
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Domestic Party. It is to be remarked of all

these paintings that not one of them is in oil,

the use of which for such a purpose does not

appear to have been known to the ancients;

neither are any of them, as far as I can see,

painted on canvas. They are, for the most

part, upon panels or tablets, and the material

used was a mixture of wax, resin, and other

such ingredients. There are four very curious

Monochroms hanging up in one place, which

are supposed to be among the most valuable

objects here, and which, as illustrating the

progress of the art in one of its earliest

developments, well merit a passing glance
before leaving the room. They wrere dis

covered at Herculaneum about a hundred

years ago.
These Monochroms as they are called are

executed on marble, and consist merely of out

lines, corresponding with those figures which

the learner, under the direction of his drawing-
master, is taught to execute before he has

arrived at that part of the Art which is

termed &quot;

shading.&quot; Precisely what takes place
in the case of an individual is known to have

happened with regard to the Art itself, and

these pictures must therefore be referred to a

period when the production of a mere outline,

without any attempt at light or shade, or

intermediate markings of any kind, was con
ceived to be the .iim and object of the

painter s skill. They bear the name, in

Greek characters, of Alexander the Athe
nian.

If it were attempted to give anything like

a description, or even the outline of a de

scription of the various objects contained in

this most marvellous Institution, this would
be the place to invite attention to the Egyp
tian room, as well as to the magnificent
galleries of sculpture and cabinet of mosaics
which follow next in order. The object of
this paper being, however, merely to call the

attention of the reader to one or two of the

more prominent objects immediately con
nected with Herculaneum and Pompeii, and,
if possible, to induce a desire for reading and

learning more on such an interesting, although

neglected, topic, I shall pass at once to that

portion of the edifice which more than any
other attracts the attention of the ladies

the cabinet of jewels and other precious
articles.

The glass cases in the centre of the room
contain the objects in gold, such as bracelets,

ear-rings, necklaces, and articles of that

description, found in the course of the exca
vations. The length of time which they
have passed underground does not, of course,
admit of their retaining much lustre, but in

point of workmanship and design they
present an appearance creditable to the

jewellers of antiquity. Birds, beasts, fruits,

flowers all the emblems that figure on our
own shirt-pins and the brooches of our wives,
were enlisted in the service of the decorative

arts two thousand years ago. Here are ear

drops in the form of a balance, the scales of
which are composed of pearls ;

bracelets

formed by a row of golden balls tastefully
relieved by vine-leaves

; others in the shape
of serpents with precious stones for the eyes ;

signet rings engraved with various devices

in fact, the interior of a Roman Storr and
Mortimer s. Arranged in other cases round
the walls are objects which

appear
to me to

be still more curious. There is, for instance,
some liquid oil preserved in a bottle. The
guardian of the room informs the visitor that

when it was first brought here he tasted it.

One is reminded of the Mammoth found en
cased in ice, a morsel of which was served up
at the table ofa German prince. Here are figs,

beans, raisins, eggs, preserves, fragments of

pie, loaves of bread. Upon one of these

loaves you can distinctly trace the following
letters : CERIS. Q. GIANI RI. SER.
They are supposed to have been marks
ordered by the police regulations of the

period, to designate the ingredients of which
the bread was composed. Do you not think

that in certain modern cities a similar regula
tion might with great propriety be enforced ?

Here are more figs, cherries, plums, nuts,
bits of cake. In the next cupboard are

various articles of a domestic nature; soap,

cotton, sponges, wax, inkstands containing
dried ink, purses with coins that were never

more to make a purchase, surgical instru

ments that had been used in their last

operation, corks cut ready for bottles that

were never blown, colours laid out in readi

ness for the picture that never was to be

painted. The vanity of human toil sowing
where it is never to reap ;

the canning of man
kind intent upon a morrow which will never

arrive
;
the value of small things ;

the worth-

lessness of great ones; how many lessons

are taught by these relics, the whole of which
would not probably have purchased for their

possessor a night s rest, or a meal, but for the

possession of which the connoisseur would

now-a-days mortgage his broad lands and
entail poverty upon his unborn descendants?

The &quot;Caroline&quot; which the stranger slips
into the hand of the guardian, and at which
he most probably casts a rueful glance,
will one day, perhaps, make a great and
wise man, a learned author, a profound
critic, jump for joy. Neither gold nor en

treaties will induce him to part with the

sacred treasure.

We have only time for one more gallery ;

but that, I think, is the most interesting of

all. It contains, amongst other objects, the

domestic implements, or kitchen furniture,
found in the buried cities. Here, for instance,
is a stove, or cooking apparatus : it is in

the form of a square fortress, at each angle of
which stands a tower. In the centre a pan
was let in, for the purpose of holding the fire ;

while the water, which it served to heat, cir

culated round the battlements, and was turned

off by means of a cock, emerging from the
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outer walls. Suspended across this fire, and

resting with each end upon an embrasure in

the wjills, were placed spits, on which the

meat was roasted. Not far from this &quot;

Magic
Stove,&quot; one observes various kinds of scales,

for the purpose of weighing articles of domestic

consumption, very similar in form to those

now in use in the shops. The weights gene

rally represent the head of a divinity, or of

some great personage. Scattered about in

different parts of the room, the eye of the

housewife may detect saucepans of different

forms and sizes, wine-strainers, frying-pans,
and moulds for pastry, of various designs.
The great novelty about most of these utensils

is, that there is nothing new about them
;

and the remark which has been applied to

everything under the sun, may, with equal

propriety, be extended to all that lies under

the kitchen fire.

The room following next to this room, and

forming a portion of the same gallery, is very
rich in lumps. The shape of an ancient lamp
is familiar enough. A notion of the form

most in use may be conveyed by the idea of

an ordinary butter-boat covered in, with a

round hole for the wick, and a large aperture
for pouring in the oil. Here are lamps of

various materials, but principally of bronze

and terra cotta. The ingenuity which has

been displayed in their construction is very

great, and the workmanship inimitable. In

some, the handles are formed by the figures
of satyrs and fauns, or of lions, bulls, horses,

and other animils; in others, invention is

carried to a higher point, and a naked boy
holds the lamp itself, suspended by a chain.

One of the most splendid, in point of execu

tion, is that on which a Cupid is sculptured
astride on a dolphin. Some of these lamps
were hung by chains ;

but the greater number
rested on stands, of which a variety of speci
mens nre to by seen around us.

But what is that instrument to which the

guide, or guardian, or keeper, in a jargon of

bad French, interspersed with snatches of

English, calls my attention ? As I live, it

is a pair of stocks. He tells me that they
were found in the barracks or soldier s quarter
at Pompeii, with the skeletons of four wretches

confined in them. Think what a death ! To

blaspheme, to cry, to rave for help, and to be

answered by nought but the roaring of the

mountain; to watch the ashes pouring down
in showers coming onward onward
onward and then the end !

Pause for a moment, and contemplate in

this glass case the skull of the sentinel who
was found, faithful to his post, at the gates of

Pompeii. Why should that skull be here 1

Were not others discovered skulls of men
who perished grasping money-bags, or hidden

away with their jewels in cellars, or gorging
themselves at the dinner-table, and probably,
too drunk to fly 1 Why should not the bones

of this poor fellow be reverently committed to

the soil which he guarded so well, with a

monument over them, and an inscription

testifying that it was to the memory of an un
known hero? Smaller men have slept for

ages undisturbed beneath their marble mau
soleums

; pilgrims have bowed in reverence

before the tombs of those who might more

easily have been spared.
Here are compartments containing surgical

instruments. To any one conversant with the

subject, an interesting study will be presented

by the Speculum Vulv&amp;lt;,of which a Frenchman,
if I remember rightly, was believed to be the

inventor, until the discovery of this one was
made in the course of the excavations. Here
are lancets, needles, pincers, files

;
instruments

for extracting splinters from fractured joints;
others for performing the operation of tre

panning; others, again, which seemingly con
stitute u cupping apparatus. Further on are

the compartments devoted to articles of the

toilet, among which the visitor will not fail

to notice a multitude of mirrors. They do
not resemble our own, but are of metal
for the most part silver small in size,

and with a handle so as to be easily
carried about. You will be amused to be
told that it was a privilege of lovers to hold

up these mirrors before their mistresses at

their toilet, and may perhaps think that your
mistress has no need of any one to perform
that office for her. Talking of mirrors, brings
us to the subject of glass, and I have only just
time to give you a curious instance of the

additions which have been made to our know

ledge of the ancients, by the discovery of

Herculaneum and Pompeii. Little more than

seventy years ago, Gibbon, the learned his

torian of the Decline and Fall, wrote that

the Romans, with all their luxury and refine

ment, were not even acquainted with the use
of glass windows. At the time when this

sentence was written, I believe that there

was not a classical scholar of any note in

England who would not have been found

ready to express the same opinion. I believe

that if a candidate for the Chancellor s Medal
at Cambridge had written

&quot;Yes,&quot;
in reply to

the question, &quot;Were the Romans acquainted
with the use of glass windows ?&quot; he would
have lost a mark. The point has since been
set at rest by the discovery of a lattice con

taining panes, at Pompeii.
Probably, at this point, and, just as you are

beginning to take an intense interest in all

that you see, the guide will tell you that the

hour for closing the museum has arrived.

And yet there is the compartment containing

bed-fixings, the compartment of agricultural

implements, those of arms and armour, writing
materials, locksmiths tools, and many others,

yet to be examined. Not to speak of the

cabinets of Mosaics, and Rolls of Papyrus, the

Galleries of Sculpture, the Library, the Etrus

can Vases, Mediaeval Curiosities, and I know
not what wonders besides. To take the most

cursory survey of all these objects, would be

the work of many days.
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